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BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
H. M. BEER, M. D., Physician and Surgeon.

MRs. N. B. FOSTER, Fashionable Milliner
and Dress Maker.

Office, Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

No. 8, S. Washington St., up stairs.
L. W. ELLIOT M. D., Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residenct>, over Freeman's Store,
Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

A. P. LETHERMAN, M. D.
Office, North side of Main St., opposite front
door of Court Honse, over Specht and Finney's
Store. Residence, Cor. Washington and Erie ::its.
Dr. LYMAN R. PALMER.
Residence, 38 Calumet St., opposite the High
School building.

MRs. TRUEDELL, Teac.her of the French
Language. Terms reasonable. S. E. Cor. Main
and Locust Sts., Valparaiso, Ind.
A. PARKS. Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition,
Cartridges, Guns to rent, Keys of all kinds fitted,
Trunks repaired, Umbrellas repaired and covered new.
East of the Post Office, up stairs.

R. L. FELTON.
rigs, Low rates.

A. W. VINCENT, M.D.
Office, Cor. Main and Franklin Sts, Valparaiso, Indiana.
J. A. WALKER.
Diamonds, Watches and Fine Jewelry.
Cor. Store.

In

W. H. McCLURE , Watchmaker.
Furmerly with the Elgin Watch Co.
Valparaiso, Indiana. East ~lain St.

Livery and Feed.

Good

Party wagon for Picnics etc.

S. W. Cor. Main.and Michigan Sts.
BELL BROS. Livery Feed and Sale Stable.
Good rigs at reasonable rates. Baled hay, straw,
grain and ground feed, kept on hand for sale.
East Main St. Opp. T. B. Louderback's Shop.
L. W. BLOCH'S Steam Laundry.
Should you want a nice clean shirt, give us a
trial.

M. L. McCLELLAND, makes a specialty of
Life, Fire, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance.
Representing only first class companies.
"STUTTERING JI~,I, {he-funniest song pub
lisb ed. Mr. Heritage's gre <~t character song.
Regular price 40 cts. 3rd edi tion going fast.
Address TH~ ID EAL Mus rc Co., Valparaiso,
Incl. Lock Box Y1•
c.
l

MISS J.B_SSIE DRAGO, Fashionable Dress
Maker.
Over the ost , o~ce.

1

30

and

32

_W. Main St.

J. T. MASSEY, Barber Shop. Ladies and
Children's hair cutting. Shampooing. Razors
put in order. Hot and Cold Baths for Ladies
and Gentlemen. Give us a call.
No. 6, West Main St.
Students it will take you many terms to learn
German, Latin and Greek on College Hill, but
in 20 minutes you can learn all you need know
concerning such goods as you may require, at the _
Chicago Store.
Sign of the American Flag.

THE SHELDON
SERIES.
I

THE BEST AND FRESHEST TEXTBOOKS IN THE MARKET,

Sheldnn'!il llltl<lern ~t'hool Header•.
[5 book~.] Containing one-third more rending
mutter than any other 5·book series.
Sheltlon'~ Al"itbJnetics. Two Boolfx .
The most attra.cti ve series ever issued.
Sheldon's A.Jgebt•as.

Patterson's Advanced Gra1nmar anti
l'lbetnric.
Patcersnn'~ Elements of Granunar and
CoJnposition.
Stotldari.l's Ne--w Jntclleetual Aritbmefic.
'l'HE ELJ•:MENTS OF ALGEBRA.
This book has been very carefully revised. All
THE CoMPLE'l:E ALGKBKA.
the nttractive features which made this the most
This is not at- book eries of A lgflbt"<IS, ns the
popular Intellectual Arithmetic of its day ha\-e
Complete and E/em.mtii of Alacllrn arPtbe same,
been retained.
P<1ge for page as far as the Elementary goes.
I
These algebr:1s are simple and clean cut, wUh New Series German '.l't-xt•Baoks.
By Prof. H. J. Schmitz. Elements of the Gerfresh and attractive examples.
man Lanuuaoe. - First and ::>eeoud BookR now
Shcldma's 'vnr<l Studil'l!l.
ready.
'fhetwo parts will be buunrl together , and
'l'bis is tbc best and most useful Spelling nook
also sold separately.
ever published.
Dr. Ell•oylll. A.vcry'lil Phy~ical S eiencc Se· Dl'. D. J. Hill's Rhctorir, Logic, a1ul
Psychulo~y.
ries.

'I

SHELDON & CO., 185 AND187 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO.

ADVERTlSlNC l)EPAJ?1'MENT

1

~~=~ B. F. PERRINE, ~~
Ruling, Printing, Bin9ing,
\1 a} paraiso 1 11)dial)a.
We Manufacture a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUDE TS NOTE BOOKS, REPORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in schools.
Manufacturing Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty.
Our
line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufacturers. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper is water marked, "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a JOURNAL, LEDGER, DA v
In leather and
BooK and CASH BooK, ~ quire paper, pressboard cover. listed at 10 cents each.
marble paper, boar-d bindings, 12 ~cts, per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather back and
marble paper sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, I;3 and ~ page Accounts in Ledgers,
and indexed on edge, x6 YJ cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, but with
leather corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks
and other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved forms, giving
the appearance of lithographic work. These are listed at $5.00 per 100 books, 36 in a book. Our
Bills Payable and Receivable, Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents
each.
·

For Bankz'ng,

we make,CASH BOOKS, CO LLECTION REGISTERS,

TICKLERS, DISCOUNT BoOKS, LEDGERS, AND I NDIVIDUAL LEDGERS.

Also, Six- COLUMN Jou RNALS , L UMBER BooKS, and

Special Rulings of any kind made to order.

growell' sRed Line Poets
Full Gilt, Retail Price $1 .2 5 each.

•Slal)dard 12 Mos.•
RETAIL PRICE $1.00 EACH.

IN CLEARANCE SAI.JE
To reduce our present stock preparatory to entering
our new bulldlng.

We offer any of the above 12 mos in good
condition at 25 c. each, or any of Cro well's Red Line Poets at 50 c . each.
The wholesale prices of these books are, (as all dealers know,) 28 and 55 cents respectively.

Special prices will also be given on Teachers Levant Bibles.
B. F. PERRINE, Book Seller and Stationer,
Valparaiso, Ind.

THE STtJlJli.NFf.

~oo{\s

full of Gife and '[bought.

'1/V~rttworth's Ar it ~rr(~ t i12 s .

Stic kr( ~ ~ 's Wor d b~ \tJ or d.

Their motto is m astery, th eir me thc;d is learn to
do b y doi ng .

An im proved spe lli ng course in two n umbe rs.
Conservative and original.

tv\o Dtgorpe ry's ~rpe riGaD ltfiscory.

fllementary ~essons in fLDglisb.

A panoram a of t he lead in g fac ts, th ei r causes
and their results.

Brig ht , p rac tical a nd in terestin g at every stage
of the course.

Stickn~ ~~ s F\~6d~ r s .

Tarbell's ~essons iD ~angua8e·

Best in idea and p lan, best in matter and make ,
best in interest a nd results.

E xpression th rough written for ms made as natural as t hought a nd speech.

Cl6ssics for

C hildr~ fl.

Choice litera ture, jud icious notes, large type ,
fir m bind ing, low p rices.

::fbe ~ew NatioDal MusiG Gourse.
S tudied by m ore pupils than all othe r regul ar
courses t oge tllf~ r.

'

BOSTON.

NEW YORK.

JUST PUBLISHED,

HOUSTONJS
NE"'\tV

CHI CAGO.

THE

1tmerican S yste m
-.--of S ho rtha nd .
To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and type writ-

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
NEJY PLATES, NEJY M A PS, NUMEROUS
NEW TLLUSTRATIONS.

ing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges nowhave a " departmentofshorthand." A number of systems are taught, but

R l3vised to a ccord witlt the latest
teacltin g s ot· science.

tltat of' B enn P itmu,n is m o re gen.
erally used t h an any other in Utis
Houston' s New Physical Geography is the reali- ,;otintry , and 1nay be called tlte

zation of wh a t a text book on thi s subject should
be. It is a book tha t will gladd en the hearts of
teachers and pupil s. It is concise, comprehensive,
up to the times, and in eve ry respect an ideal
text book.

A copy of the boo l~ fm• e.camination will 1Je sent
by mail, post-pai d, on 'r eceipt of $1.26.

For furt her infor mation , please address

Eldredge & JJro. 1
P H ILADELPHIA, PA.

~'a!lm eri,;an Syst~m."-Extract from

tlte

R eport of tlte Commissioner of Education (Wasltington , D . C. ), for tlte year I887-88, page 927.
For catalogue of shorthand publications by
Benn Pitman and Jerome B. Howard, address

The Phonographic Institute,
CINCINNATI, OHIO .

AlJVE1?1'lslNG DEPARTMENT.

THE
NEW

LV_' ERICAN
A l1
YOH~~liCA~~l\TCINNATi BOO I(

j

PUBLISHERS OF SCHOOL
AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS_

co ~I I? t\ l~l-r.

THE AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY Publishes Exclusive1ySchool and College Tex~ Books, ~aps &Char~s 1
including tlwse so well known to t!te educational public as ·

THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
APPLETO S' EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE ECLECTIC EDUCATIO AL SERIES,
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL

ERIES,

HARPERS' EDUCATI01 AL SERIES.
Our immense list of popular school books offers opportunity for the selection of just such texts
as will meet the requirements of any particular school or class. New books have recently been ad ded in almost every branch, and our list is a catalogue of all that is best in school book literature.
No school board shou ld adopt new books or arrange for supplies of books already in use without
first corresponding with us for prices and terms. Correspondence from the West and orth-west
may be addressed to our CHICAGO OFFICE, 258-260 WABASH AVENUE, and will receive prompt
attention.
'

ffiHE---.A.DDREss.

::aoo~

l

00l!.[F..A.:l'f-y--

The Record

Made in an honorable way and
upon the bnsis of merit is, naturally, a source of pleasure nnd pride. Hence we
congratulllte the author of Hyd e 's Practical
LeHsons In English upon the plendid record of
the series. ln the West this fall the books have
been introduced into such citie as Detroit, Mich.;
St. Paul, Minn .; Janesville, Wis.; Sioux City, Iowa;
Kearney, Neb.; Kansas City, Kan.; the entire state
of Washington; Joliet, Tlls. ; and in Indiana, into
Evansville, Hertford, New Harmony, Rushville,
Connersville, Cambridge City, Noblesville, Michigan City, and into twenty or more counties. Cities
and towns, in the West alnne, having a total population of over 2,000,000 are now u ing the books.
~We

..A_l!.[::EJ~IO.A.:::t::'f

send FREE sample pages and an

258 and 260 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

VA LP.ARAIS·O
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi cago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LIHES.·
It is thereby in direct communication with Chi cago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Inct_iana; Van Wert, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Slee ping and l>in
ing cars are carried via Valparaiso to

PITT.'BUH.G,
BALTIMORE,

outline of work in Language for all grades of
Primary, Intermediate and Grammar Schools.
Write us for anything you seek.

D. C. H&ATH aCo., publishers.
E. E. SMITH ,

185 Wabash Ave.,

Gen'l Western Agt.

CHICAGO.

WA. HTNGTON,
PllTLADELPll [/\,
1 EW \'ORJ'.
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,

Ticket Agent, Valparaic;;o, In cl.,
.JO EPH 'VOOD,

E. A. FORD,

GenPral ManagPr,
Ot'n(•ral Pa. cngcr Agt. ,
Pitt burg, Pa.

THE srulJE.NT.

4

CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Cl·\\C~CO

THE GREA'f TRUNK UNE between Valparaiso and all
points East and West.

,tffi $RAND ·
~DU~I(

R!

In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that
tickets read via above line, and secure

~~iiiiiillillll est rates cornpatible with
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comfort, speed

first cial'S service.
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P .M .

8 00

10 00

6 00
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1 00

7 00
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$ Sunday only .

tDaily except Sunday.

!)00

Throu gh P alace Slee ping c11.rs bet ween Chica go and Ne w York-Trains 3, 5, 2, 6; Boston-Trains 3 and 4; Saginll.w
VnJ: cy-Trains 5 and 4; () etroit-Tralns 4 and 5. Trains 7 and 8 run through solid b etw een Chicago and New York.
Dining Cars on Trains 3. 7, 2, 6 and 8.
F(JI' tim e tables. ti c ketR. 11.nd further information, apply to .J. Mc CREE, Agent. Valparaiso.
GEO. B. REEVE,
W. E. DAVIS,
'I'raffic :.ll:tnagcr.
G e n. Pa!!i!'ietageJ' and Ticket Agt.

NIC~L~ATE.
TlleNew]orkChica9o~ St.1ouis R.R
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The following is time corrected to June 1st, r8gr.
Trains depart from an<i ~1rriv e at Unio n Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N Y., L. E. & W .

Ry. Station, Buffalo.

----------------------------
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GOLNG EAST.

Sunday.

BUFFALO.
CLEVEf,AND.
llELLlWUE.
FOSTOLUA.
NEW HAVEN.
F'l'. WAYNE.
SOUTH WHITLEY.
CLAYPOOL.
MENTONI!l.
A l:WOS.
KNOX.
SOU1'H WANATAH:
VALPARA1l:::i0.
HOB\ RT.
HA.i\lMOND.
CHfCAGO.
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READ 'IHlS SIDE U P.

Throu gh ti ck ets to all points o n sal e at prin c ip a l offices of the co mp any at lowes t ra tes f o r a ny
c lass of ti ck e ts d esired . B a ggage checked to destinati o n.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt. ,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

5

---.A. FULL LINE OF-----

~oi-eet~~~ CVJ-1,() ~~0 m~ug~
CAN BE FOUND AT

'
SMITHS,
THE DRUGGIST.

;7/t.~
~

-

makes the best PHOTOCRAPIJS and CRA J"ON
PORTRAITS in all sizes and styles at lowest prices.
Please caJJ and

......-------~"'"--.JC:>douc or not.

xamlnc our

No. 27 Union St.,
COLLEGE HILL, Val}laralso, Ind.

HALE ALLEN,
--DEALER I

amplcs whether wiHhlng work

39 COLLEGE AVENUE,
VALPARAISO, IND .,

--

Books, Stationery and Students' Supplies of all kinds, also wholesale agent for
- - E . K. ISAACS' " IDEAL PENS." - -

Wl ITE FOR

TF~l

MR.

THE STUDENT
is issued the first of each month at the

Northerl) fl)dial)a NoriJla' Schoo,,
VALPARAISO, IND.
--)o(-~-E.

EOG.A.RTE, EDITOR AND PVELISHER.

- - ) o( - -

Subscription Price $1.00 a Yaar.

Single Copies 10 cts.

- - )o( - --

--SUESCRIBE NO"V'V.- Address

THE STUDENT,
V ALPARAI

,

I

lANA.

THE STUD ENT.

6.

'N. H. VAIL,
62~~tc~ ~aA!~~~

Repairing
Garefull![
Qone.

Watches, Jewetry,
5i,lferware 1 C'ocks,
etc., e\c.

I WANT THE STUDENTS • TRADE ,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

When

\J OU

go to get

\J OUr

letters,

drop in and see the beautiful new store of

~oots and Shoes
several lines especially
o- -ADAFTED,--o
for good wear an d neat st yle,

TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
J. F. TeJILCOTT.,
N O. 9 WES T MAIN S T.

HE KEEPS THE FlNE T A ' D FRESHEST
STOCK OF"

CANDIES, TOB ACCOS AND FRUITS
- T O BE FOU 'D I

VALPA RAISO. - - -

2 Doors South of the P. 0., Washington St.

SPECHT & FINNEY,
= =
•' -

'&J® wo~ij ~~©W ~~® fo~®~~ ~0~® ©f f&[[]CG~ ~two~o~~~
f©~ ~&oij©~O[J]~9 ®~®~ ~[r©M~~~ ~© ~~® ~O~Jfo
- - S T DENTS ARE REQUE fED TO C LL AND EX

1I rE

R

TOCK. - 1 -

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

"'\\{ • G. LETMEJ{MAN
.

c::::_.!

DRUG-G-I~T. - - - - - G - 0 TO________.

J. W. flYLESWORTH
FOR T::S::E

FlNE SHOES~~
~asl: Sboe Sl:o re

L!:.w.

W. N\ai!J

The oldest established and most
1 reliabl e drugstore in Valparaiso.
Cornerlllalnand WasblngtonNtlil •

W. G. WtNpLE,
~taplB

~POGBFiBS,

DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES
Al'\D CANDIES, ALWAYS FRESH.

~~~~

8l:.

Just the place to get ~ toothsome lunch put up.
s. E. Ccwuet• :naln & Frunklln St..;.

NO . 21_

~ct;.),.

and ianGy

Fine Lamps and Glassu1are.

W. L. DouglGlb
lFCD~ QaCJ»!Jl~Jl~g;u~w. ww.~

7

S. 'Xei~ce.-1 MIX I~D STOCK.
-

·Boots and Shoes,·
Ko. 7 Enst

.H~ain

St.,

-NORT H SIDE COURT HOUSE.-

I huy and sell for cash.
My goods come direc t
from manufacturers. I can offer you a large r
assortment and lo wer pric es than most
shoe stores in towns of thi s si ze.
Repairing a specialty . Firs t cl:ts wor·k at lowest pri ces
====GUARAXTEEO.====

ON S I S TI::-1 (~

OF-

New and Second H anu B ooks, Stat ion ery, Inks, Pen s, Tablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, N oti nns, etc.
A FULL LINE 01? STUDENTS' SUPl-'LIES.

Ord ers for B<>oks a nd a nything ke 1>t
prom ptly fill t d by

111

our line

'f'HE LIGH'J'CAP t O .UPANY,
56 C •ll «'gl! Av e ., o ppo~ i tc Coll eg l' Bu ildi ng.
Valpat' .thm, Ind.

MUDGE'B GAuuERY, ' ~- . tleineman, the ilFuggisi,
OF VALPARAI SO ,
- : F O E-

-

is kno wn for miles around, as producA C3orl)plel:e ~ine a ~ Arti sts' Mal:eriC'Is,
in g th e highest grade of Photographic Art.
No.4 WASHINGTO}It ~:r., VALPAUAI~o.
CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT
MODERATE PRICES .

DR. H. N. RENNER,
DENTIST,

~GE

• T.

BOOKS,

ale Stables,

LAFAYETTE S T . 1 OPP . CENTRAL HOUSE,

VALPARAISO , IND.
-GOOD BIGS AT REA. ONABLE RA.. TES. -

l?agin (f J{Caguire,
FFICE
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'rA'J'IONERY, PERIODICAL ,

VAIL

INDIANA.
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MILLER,~
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- D K AL Elt I N -

AND ll.IUSI<JAL lUEKCH J\.NDISE.
L DIAX A .

VALPARAISO,

M.. K.

I-I. PAGELS,
the we ll k no wn c utter, ha started a new T ai lor
.'hop on ~l o nr oe St reet , second house in
- - th e in eya rd.- -
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"I advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type -writing.
A stenographer who can type -write his notes would be safer from.poverty than a great Greek scholar."-CHARLE READE, on "The Coming Man."

]\emington
Standard 'I~pewr1ter.
For p olite correspondence us e

w s. &B. PARAGON
I

LINEN

and

REGENT LINEN

w s. & B.'
I

adapted for the Typew riter or
the pen.

The latest producti on

in typewrit er ribbons, the
"Paragon".
Best carbon. Full line of
Typewriter Specialties.

W!fcJtoff, 8eamans ~ ~enedict,
175 MONROE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

TYPEJf"'RITERS

REK7'ED .

School Supplies.
CITY TEACHERS , OR COUNTRY TEACHERS WHO MAY NEED APPARATUS
OF ANY KIND, SUCH AS

~1Y\.aps,

Globes, Gbarts, R,indergarten

8upplies,~

or anything else in th e lin e of school supplie or

Information Concerning Anything Connected with the same,
will sav mon ey and time by add ressing

Tne ChiaaJo Book and School SuppiJ Co.,
814 CLARK STREEr.r

CHICAGO, ILL.
YOUR LETTER

WILL RE EIVE IMMEDI TE

TTE TIO • .

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.
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THE POPULAR REVIEW TERM
- OF THE-

NORT:S::ERN

IN:pi.E...N A
VALPARAISO ,

NOR:Ad:..A.L SC:S::OOL.
INDIANA,

OPENED JUNE 9TH , 1891, AND WILL CONTINUE TEN WEEKS .

The first session of this kind was held during the Summer of '77, with an enrollment of about 300 students. So popular has this term become that during
the last summe r the attendance exceeded I 5 oo students.
The prospects for the coming season are exceedingly flattering, and indicate a
much larger growth. This popularity results from the fact that those who come
here have the advantage of JUST SUCH WORK AS THEY DESIRE.
NEW FEATURES :

Drawing Suited to tlu Wants of all Grades of Schools.

For this department we have secu red the services of G. vV. FERGUSO , whose
ability as an artist is recognized throughout the Eastern States. In addition to the
advanced work in Crayon, Oil, etc., he has made a special study of the work
demanded by our public schools. The advantage here offered is not found at
any other Summer Institute. No extra charge.
KINDEKGAR'.I'EN WOKK.

This is in charge ·o f MRs. FosTER, whose extensive experience in all grades of
schools peculiarly qualifies her for giving supe rior in truction. No extra charge.
It is a well-known fact among teachers that 'lCJe do forget . Although we may
be con·s tantly engaged in sclwolwork, yet we become so familiar with our own
plans and met!zods that
WE FORGET MANY OF THE UNDERLYING FACTS AND PRINCIPLES

of the subjects we teach. As a result much intere. t and enthusia m are lo st, and
with those branches which we do not teach we become almost wholly unfamiliar.
To meet these want this Review Term is organized.
HOW THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED.

·w hile this is announced as a Review Term, yet it mu t not be und erstood that
there are no other classe excepting revi ew. The fact is that all lite rfgular
classes wlziclt occur during any ot/zer term are in session. Th e review lasse are
additional. Thus the tudent who enters the school at any previous time, can,
during this term, continue his regular work, if desired; while those who enter
for the Review Term can take regular stutlie , or review, or part regular and
part review a they may elect. In fact many by spending their vacations here,
complete a course of study.
Tlte large attendance is t!te on!)• nas(}Jl wit)' tlu
sclzool can afford tltese varied adz,antages.
'ome may think that on account of
the attendance being so large, each student does not have the ame pportunitie of reciting or asking questions, that he would have, if the attendan e were
small. This is not the case. \Ve have an abundance of teachers, the las. e
are all so sectioned that each member ha the ame advantage as though the
attendance did not exceed Ioo students. The universal stat ment f tho . e who
attend is that the large attendance i · one of the valuable feature of the ·school.
In addition to the tudent having the advantage of ju. t ·uch Ia w rk as he
desires, he ha , without extra charge ACCE. S TO THE :\10 T CO:\fPLETE LIBRARY
F u D AT A y "T RMAL CHO L.
alparai o is noted for it healthful climate.
1any teacher · make thi · their
ummcr rc·n rt,
and while resting take advantage of the library, of vi:iting cia · es in wl:tich they are interested, and
of witne ing method practically applied.
~XPE . 'E. are LE
here than at any other place where in titutes will be held. Goocl ho:ml
and well furni hed room 1. 70 to 1 ·90 per week. Tuition,
per term. Private board anti fur·
ni heel room, 2.50 per week . All book may be rented at ro% of co t.
For any further information,
ADDRESS H . B . BROWN , PRINCIPAL , OR 0 . P . KINSEY , ASSOCIATE PAIN .
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DOYOUREAD

,THE COSMOPOLITAN,
THAT BRIGHT, SPARKLING MAGAZINE?

The Cheapest Illustrated Monthly in the World.
25 Gents a number.
THE

$2.110

Per Year.

CosMOPOLITAN is literally what the New York Times call s it, " At its price, the brightest, most varied and best edited of the Magazines."

S U B SCRIB E --

&11Jll

UJ~U/Ul~ J)~~J)Ui~IJ)J~U~~- S U BSCRIBE

FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS, FOR ONE YEAR ONLY.

The Cosmopolitan, per year,
The Student, per year,

$2.40
$r.oo

The price of the two publications,

$3 . 40

W e will furnish bot h for only

$2.40

This offer is only to new subscribers to THE CosMOPOLITAN, and only for one year.
"It has more articles in each number that are readable, and fewer uninteresting
pages, than any of its contemporaries. "-Boston 'Journal.

" The Cosmopolita n " furnishes for the first time in M a gazine Literature,

ASplendidly llluslmled Periodical at a. Price hilherto deemed Impossible.
TRY IT FOR A YEAR.

It will be a liberal educator to every mernber of the househl)1d. It will make the nights pass
pleasantly. It will give you more for the money than you can obtain in any other form.
Do you want a first-class Magazine, giving annually 1536 pages by the ablest writers, with more
than 1300 illustrations, by the cleverest artists-as readable a Magazine as money can make-a Magazine that makes a specialty of live subjects?
"Tbe marvel is bow the publishers can give so much for the m oney."- Philadelphia Eevnina Call.

Send $2.40 to this Office, and secure both the Cosmopolitan and The Student.

TWO OR THREE COOD MEN
WANTED IN EACH STATE TO SELL THE

+Progressive gombination

~hart.+

.@_ __ J U ST <>UT.,__.~
For School Supplies of any kind, or particular in regard to the above,
Address

vz_ o_

ERO~~?

175 FIFTH AVENUE, CHIC G , ILL.

ICE PINNACLES 450 FEET IN HEIGHT. -MUIR GLACIER.
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r].,HE crowning glory of our Alaskan
.l. journey was the day spent in the
ice fields, and on Lhe great Muir Glacier.
I can give only a simple description of
the phenomena as they presented themselves to us, and do not undertake any
scientific explanation of the glaciers.
\Ve learned before embarking, that
our ship had orders for Chilcat and
Pyramid Harbors, and that from these
points she would extend her journey to
Glacier Bay for the benefit of the tourists, provided the weathe.r was clear
enough from fog to make it reasonably
safe. Having finished her work at Pyramid Harbor on Sunday evening July 7,
the vessel turned head toward the glaciers. How earnestly we desired clear
weather for the morrow, and how anxions we were on retiring; how gladly
we would have endured bad weather every other day for our whole journey, if
only the day at the glaciers might be
clear and perfect. \Ve were not disap pointed. On the following morning, I
was awakened, at a very early. hour, by
the grating of the vessel on the ice ·
hastily dressing I went on deck, and
foun.cl w~ were just enterin~ Icy Straits.

III.

KINSEY.

It was 2:34 A. 1\I., and for the next five
hours we were sailing in a vast field covered with innumerable thousand s of
floating icebergs. As the breeze carried most of these to one si d e of the
channel, the ship naturally took the other side. Nearly all steam was shut off,
and we proceeded very slowly, and, ve ry
freely gave the "choice of sides" to any
challenging iceberg. As seven-eights
of an iceberg is below the water, the
greatest danger lies in the unexposed
parts. \Ve escaped who.Jly from any
mishaps, but nearly every vessel venturing into the ice field suffer more or
less injury.
At 7:35 A. M. we anchored within two
miles of the front of Muir Glacier,
that being as near as is considered safe
for vessels to go. H ere we were confronted by a perpendicular wall of ice
from 250 to 450 feet high above the
water, and as the water is from 6oo to
rooo feet deep, th e wall of ice extl:nds
several hundred feet below the surface,
for icebergs fr om 8oo to 1 ooo feet in
length are found fl oating away. The
wall of ice in its narrowest part, where it
is crqwqeq clown into the bay, is nearly
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two miles in width ; a. mile further back, eel the top of the glaci~r, we found that
it widens out to five miles and two miles thi main river of ice was fed by nine
further up, beyond the mountains other trioutary ice ri"'ers, which we
through which the glacier has cut its could see and count for ourselves. Proway, it widens out into an amphitheatre fessor \Vright of Oberlin College reports
full fort mHes aqo s. Wh.~n w~ r~~cP.- ~~at, by asc~ndin~ tp~ ad)oip.ing moun-

ALASKA.
tain, he was able to discover seventeen
ice-streams as tributary to these nine,
thus making twenty-six in all, some of
which run many miles back into the
mountains.
The current of ice, in the main gla-

cier, moves, in the center, in mid-summer, about 3 feet per hour, or 7 2 feet
per day. At the sides the motion is not
so great, but was sufficient to completely change the entire front of the glacier
in the one day which we spent there.
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There is an almo t constant roar of
falling ice.
ometimes whole sections
of the front would break into thou ands
of . pieces and slide down like an avalanche of snow, and again huge blocks
of solid ice, hundreds of feet in each dimension, would jump from the highest
point into the deep water below, and
send the pray and foam to the very top
of the glacier, and make vast waves in
the bay, which shook the ship as if in a
storm, and caused sea sickne;:;s with some
of the passengers.
At 8 o'clock the call was made for all
who wished to go ashore. We were
taken off into small boats, and safely
landed by watching the interims free
from falling ice, thus finding com paratively quiet water. 'vVe then began our
journey toward the glacier, finding it first
necessary to walk a mile inland, then to
turn and travel fully two more miles before we reached the point desired.
Vve trailed along like so many ant-;,
over the sandy moraine, sinking deep,
at first, into the "mineral paste and
mountain meal," as Professor Muir calls
it; we tumbled over a<:res and acre
of rocks, from the smallest pebbles to
the greatest of monsters-at first, near
the water they were all quite smooth;
but farther out and farther up the moraine, they were all broken squarely off
a though by a mechanic; we had to
step or jump acros. a great many shallow streams that wandered down from
the melting ice; blocks of the finest
marble he lged our pathway · we trod
on chips of ja per and chalcedony, which
had been cut, and brought down from
the mountains, fifty or more miles away·
there were beautiful bowlders of por phyry and granite- a perfect wilderne
in the multitude of piece - all brought
. own by the ~laci J· . -ny place wh~rc::

the stones would be removed, or the
and scraped away, we could see the ice
below, and here it was probably zoo
to 300 feet thick. After this we began
to ascend the dull, lirty, grey ice it elf
-wet and sticky and slimy with the
"mineral paste." After a further rise
of so.o to 8oo feet in half a mile, and
in all more than an hour's hard work,
plunging and prawling, we reached the
top, i. e., where we could see the great
ice-field; we stood on the uncovered
glacier, and it was pure ice-clean and
beautiful-that was beneath our feet.
The crunching of our foot-steps could
be heard a long way, and from every
crevice could be heard the rumble and
roar of t_h e streams under the ice. Deep
crevasses were in the ice on every hand;
they were hundreds of feet deep, for the
ice under us was not less than 1050 feet
thick. How we nearly exhausted ourselves hurling great rocks into these
crevas.:)es, so we could hear them strike
against the sides far, far down, and then
fall into the 1 ool or stream at the bottom.
On the outside or surface of the ice,
where the sun shone directly on it, it
·parkled llke ilver, but in the crevasses the colors were intensified from pale
ice-green to blue,and that fading away
into purple. The outer edge of the glaci er, next to the mountains is rounded
into hill-like wave · but in the middle
where it moves the faste . t, it is splintered into countless :pi res and pinnacles
of all heights. Every few minutes we
were startled by the crash and roar, and
could feel the motion of the contending
force ,gravitation and coltuion. In the
interim there wa a weird and wonderfull stillnes in the air · we were standing in the pre ence of the marvelous
manif~statiqn qf
up~r-hllman power

ALASKA.

Mouth of one of the four sub-glacial rivers - Muir Glacier.

in action; we were face to face with
nature in her workshop, and were looking with unveiled eyes upon the powerful agencies that were making this par t
of the earth fit, for some future tjme,
to be t}1~ ~bode of man.
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Taken at high t i d e .

No words from any pe n can describe
the scene, and no picture can do it other than very faulty justice. Ima ine
your elve on thi3 will spot, fifty rn iles
from an y habitation, and that the lonely
lmt of an. J!ldi!!n ; you are a thousanq
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miles from the nearest telegraphic point,
and the world of business has been completely shut out and forgotten; you
scarcely realize whether you are in the
body or out of it, and it makes but little
difference. In the distant foreground
rises the white top of the highest mountain in North America- Mt. t. Elias-it

is a hundred miles away, but you can see
it. In the immediate foreground rise two
mo untains-Mt. Fair Weather and Mt.
Crillon_:_each over I sooo feet in height;
they are twenty miles away, but in this
clear atmosphere they seem very near,
and are thick set with glistening peaks,
which stand out so distinct ly that you feet

Rocks and mountain near Muir Glacier, showing the effect of glacial erosion.

as though you could almost put your
hands on them. At their feet floats the
great field of icebergs, looking in the distance like a vast meadow filled with snowwhite sheep. Every few minutes you hear
the roar and era h and splash along the
perpendicular wall of ice, telling you of
the "birth and baptism of some new
iceberg," and that it i · now on its mi ion of work · and in the choes this

news is caught up, and pa sed from one
mountain to another, back and forth,
back and forth, and further along, and
further off, until it is lost in the-distance.
Di rectly before you is the great glacier,
its surface splintered and pinnacled into myriad of thou and of shape , and
the sun coloring top and ide and ba e
and crevasse in all the varied hues of
turquois~ and sapphire.
Lift your e~r es
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and look across the ice field forty miles
in width, and remember that this is the
creation of unnumbered Arctic winters.
At the further end of the great icefield, lies the white lake with a circumference of fully ten miles, having ice
for the shores all a·round, and ice for
its foundation. The great mountains
on either side of you show far up their
sides, the cutting and scratching and
plowing of the glacier ages ago when it

was three times its present height. 1magine further the whole of this scene
from Mt. St. Elias on the one side to
the white glistening lake on the other,
lit up, transfigured and glorified by the
perfect shining of the sun on a most perfeet day, and you would have heard
with regret as did I, the whistle of the
ship that broke the spell, and called us
back to the world of business and of
care.

SH1\KE SPEARE IN THE SCHOOLS. *

I.

I(illg Lear.
I l. N.

\ll[ HEN

Salvini, the Italian actor,
·
began his tour of the American
ci tie.-;, now some years ago, he said to a
repre ;entati ve of the press, that he had
been stuclying the Lear three years, ancl
thought be would be able to give the
public some n ew views of the character,
but trembled when he th o ught of trying
to act it. There is no c:1aracter which
actors are more ambitious to interpret ;
yet only the greatest undertake it, and
they approach it only after a long apprentic_s:lipinoth 2r fields ha..;given them
some claims upon the conficlence of an
intelligent public. Charles Lamb, poor
stammering, but brave and genial Elia,
bearing his own great sorrow and weakness so manfully that we listen to him
as we do to few critics, declared long
ago that the Lear cannot be acted, that
"an actor might more easily propose to
personate Milton's atan or one of Michael Angelo's terrible figure . " Garrick,
Kean, Forre t, Edwin Booth, the German, Devrient, all men of talent, some
gf real Penius, have made the character

* Copyright

I89I.
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a leading one in their repertories ; and
yet the character of Lear as it stands
in the minds of those who really love
art, is very little dependent upon any
thing the actors have done or can do to
illustrate the mighty elrama. \Vith other
characters of the literary or the musical
drama, it is not so . \V e properly say,
such or such a character has been created by such or such an artist; and we
associate our conception with J efferson,
or Florence, or Maggie Mitchell, or
Patti, or Nilsson, or Materna. The
actor in each case seems in some good
degree master of the fi eld ; it is only a
question of stage-;;etting, so many square
feet of boards and canvas; or of clocution, and we find our satisfaction in the
actor, - his appearance, his tones, his
gestures, something entirely extraneous
to the drama itself. It is not that
matters of this kind have no conn<..:ction
with personations of tl1e characters of the
Lear. They are inadequate rather than
irrelevant. In representations of other
characters, tones, and looks, and gestA llrigltts ?'eserved:
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ures, and stage accessories are well
enough, are indispensable, seem to meet
all the necessities of the occasion. But
wi.th the great characters of the Lear,the old king, Kent, the Fool, Cordelia,
even the monsters Regan and Goneril,
-they seem only to play over the surface and never to reach the cavernous
depths where the hearts of the characters beat out their lives. And why is
this? Is it because the resources of the
actor's art are incapable of satisfying us
when they undertake to represent the
res gestae of the drama? The selfishness born of irresponsible power; that
born of the heart, and burning or
freezing in the blood; filial ingratitude,
sycophancy; jealousy; cunning, that
overreaches itself; feigned insanity and
real, the tempest within the mind and
the warring elements without; self-respect; the fidelity of subject to monarch,
of man to man; the love of child for
parent, and of parent for child, - all
these we have seen represented upon
the stage, and have felt pleased, profited, satisfied. We have so little personal interest in the matter, that we do not
care to make objections; if we feel called upon to make objections, it is for
the sake of our school, not for ourselves;
and we carry our raptures no farther
than the altars of the drawing-room,
and bury our grievances in the pits dug
for the inanities of the social club.
Charles Lamb was no doubt right, the differences between the Lear and
the stock dramas, are intellectual, and
not corporal. The external circumstances are wonderful enough, but not
such as would catch an eye accustomed
to look no farther than the show-cases
and shop-windows of life · they are plainly only phenomenal of realities beyond
them. The first sc~n~ b<:;tween Lear

and his daughters; his banishment of
Kent and Cordelia; his curses, that
frighten even Regan; the "dreadful pudder" of. the elements, that harmonizes
the phrenzied dissonances of his mind
and heart into an eloquence higher than
Burke's or Demosthenes'; the pathetic
scene in the tent when reason begins to
~eturn; and the death-struggle over his
child,-all point to something unseen
save by the spirit's eye. The most
marvellous thing in the drama, "Cordelia's heavenly beauty of soul," as
Schlegel called it, is significant of exactly the same thing. We see her but a
moment at the opening of the drama,
and hear her speak but a few words,
which excellent critics have thought indicative of little more than self-will,
when she goes out dowered with her
father's curse, and we see her no more
till the wild storm of hate and passion
has done its worst. But in some miraculous way Shakespeare makes us
know that she is still present; as a profound and eloquent critic in Blackwood's Magazine expresses it, ''in the
midst of darkness, confusion, and misery, her form, like a hovering angel, is
seen casting its radiance on the storm."
That is it, that is the secret of the drama's power to move us. Its characters
are real men and women with passions
and virtues like our own, not jacks-ina- box, which we mile at, ashamed of
our smiling lest the man at our elbow
should discover our childishness. It is
the secret of all great Art, which is only
the message of a great soul, childlike,
it may be, but never childish, to us in
our manlier moods.
Allow me to quote for you one of the
wisest and mo t beautiful things that
Ruskin has ever written. He ha been
talking of the frivo}itie pf ~rt, and
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goes on:-' 'But let us once comprehend
the holier nature of the art of man, and
begin to look for the meaning of the
spirit, however syllabled, and the scene
is changed, and we are changed also.
Those small and dexterous creatures
whom once we worshipped, those furcapped divinities with scepters of camel's
hair, peering and poring in their onewindowed chambers over the minute
preciousness of the labored canvas,how are they swept away and crushed
into .unnoticeable darkness. And as
the walls of the dismal room that enclosed them, and us, are struck by the
four winds of heaven and rent away, and
as the world opens to our sight, lo, far
back into all the depths of time, and
forth from all the fields that have been
sown with human life, how the harvest
of the dragon's teeth is springing, how
the companies of the gods are rising
out of the earth. The dark stones that
have so long been the sepulchers of the
thoughts of nations, and the forgotten
ruins wherin their faith lay charnelled,
give up the dead that were in them; and
beneath the Egyptian ranks of sultry
and silent rocks, and out of the confused and cold shadows of the Northern
cloister, behold! the multitudinous souls
come forth with singing, gazing on us
with the soft eyes of newly comprehended sympathy, and stretching their white
arms to us across the grave in the solemn
gladness of everlasting brotherhood."
And that is to be our employment for
the time.
We are to go into the real
world, and see its real people; we
are to hold communion with them not
as fellow-citizens, or fellow-townsmen,
but simply as fellow-men, whom we may
smile on, and not deceive; dislike and
yet not hate; love and still not betray.
'\ e are to go into the markets; yet we

are neither to buy nor sell, we are to
see,-see men sell their own souls, see
the bargain made, and the goods delivered. We are to stand in palaces; we are
to see how hollow is the crown of the
king and how rotten is the heart of the
courtier. We are to walk through the
fields where human lives are sown; we
are to watch the harvest of the dragon's
teeth, as Lear sows it and it ripens in
Regan and Goneril;to see the companies
of the gods rising in Kent and the Fool,
as they hold the integrity of their own
selves untouched through all the dark
tempest of folly and wickedness; and to
stretch our arms in sympathy as Cordelia stretches her white aqns to us
across the graves, and asks us to make
one with her in the sisterhood of hearts
which will not be commanded and cannot be bought, but which give themselves absolutely when the answering
heart is once found.
The opening of the drama is very
simple, but it gives the key to all that
comes after it. The Earls of Kent and
Gloster are together, when Kent says,
"1 thought the King had more affected
the Duke of Albany than Cornwall."
Gloster replies that he had thought so
too, but the division of the kingdom
had proved that neither Duke stood
better in the king's grac'e s than the other. The words of Kent are those of a
man who uses words to express what he
thinks. As the Earl of Kent, a mem ber of the body politic, it was none of
his affairs, and a politician's prudence
would have sealed his lips. As a courtier, looking only to personal interests,
he would have had only a courtier's
commendation for any act of his master. But as the man Kent, it was a
very different matter; for the propo ed
distribution of the realm touched in-
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terests de per than political honors; it
went to the very fountain of honor, that
secret spring from which flows the respect of man for man as man untitled
and unadorned. The personal interests
of the business world, the honors and
emoluments of the political world, the
vanities and falsehoods of the social
world, have not obscured the eyes of
Kent, so that he has lost sight of the
older world of man, upon whose laws
all that is real and enduring in business,
politics, and society ultimately rests.
The equal division of the kingdom was
a mel'e prudential act. It was a thing
wholly in Lear's own hands, he could
give or n.ot give, and give absolutely,as
he chose. No one ever questions his
right to give, and he gives as a politician, he gives equal divisions, so that
no jealousy may be stirred. That is
what Kent sees, and what his words express, a forewarning and a pledge. The
temporizing policy of the old king is
about to garner its own in a harvesthome of treachery and shame. But
shame and treachery are not to be all
that is garnered. He does not know it,
for he has never thought of it, but we
know that this uncourtier like fellow
Kent, with this bluff, forthright ways,
has never allowed the poison weeds to
take root in his heart, has not in his
pub lie life lost all the sovereignty of his
private life. This is the pledge that
Kent gives us, and his warning is, that
there shall be enacted before us the old
tragedy of life,-the dark mystery, which
no one has ever penetrated, the old riddle of the Theban monster, which CEdipus only half answered, the riddle of
man and his ways. 'Ve are to witness
upon a colossal stage the enactment of
the tragedies which we s e every day,
small and insignificant, because we

close our eyes to them, nqt daring td
make out their full proportions nor to
realize exactly what they are.
The central thought of the drama is
the majesty of man simply as man, the
sovereignty of the individual in his own
kingdom of heart and mind. It is the
drama of democracy, of the brotherhood of man upon the grounds of equal
kingship. Kent, the Fool,and Cordelia
are always each his own master. External circumstances may change ; they
are above change. Outward habits and
appearances may be put on or put off;
but they "are the same and their years
fail not." There are many things in
the outside world which they <:annat
control ; but there is nothing in the outer world,-not the storm, nor the prison, nor banishment, nor bribery, nor
the majesty of the king, the master, or
the father,-which can control the sovereignty of that inner world whose
crown and scepter they bear. The coronet of the earl, the crown of the queen,
the cap and bells of the fool, have
no significance with them. They differ
in a thousand ways, but they are alike
in a kinship deeper than that of father
and child, brother and sister,-they are
three souls kindred in the splendor of
their own integrity unbought and not to
be bought. And what bonds they are,
scarcely seen, but of perdurable toughness, that hold them together. Patriotism, friendship, filial affection indeed
are strong ·; but "friendship falls off,
brothers divide; in cities mutinies · in
countries discord ; in palaces treason;
and the bond cracked between son and
father." Yet, who ever dreams that the
bond which holds these together can be
cracked? How almost divine, like flashes of healing light from some world of
rest and love are the quiet touches, here
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and there upon the blackened field of from some unknown abode, and guides
the drama, that reveal their fidelity to Orion and the Pleiades in their courses.
one another. Lear is weary and com- They are
plains of not seeing the Fool for two
"An emanation of the indwelling life,
days. An attendant explains that "since
"A visible token of the upholding love,
my young lady's going into France, the
"That are the soul of this wide univer. e."
Fool hath much pined away." "No
more of that,-I have noted it well,"
Lear hisses; but the sulphurous smoke
of his rage comes too late. We have
seen the heavenly vision, and shall not
forget it, nor shall Lear. On that terrible night of the storm, when the Fool
enters the hovel, Edgar's gibbering sends
him out crying "a spirit, a spirit," and
in real affright, for it is a child's heart
that beats under his keen and piercing
brain. Kent says, in his gruff way,
"give me thy hand;" and, like a child
with his hand in his father's hand, the
Fool becomes quiet, and his next words
are but his wonted effort to "outjest
Lear's heart-struck maladies,"
When
Kent first meets Cordelia in the French
camp, she cries, "0, thou good Kent,
how shall I live and work to match thy
goodness?" He replies simply, "To be
acknowledged, madam, is o'erpaid."
\Vhat covenant have these taken, that
they should act and talk as they do?
Under the sanction of what oath are
they living, that they should be to one
another as they are? What treason shall
peep at the king who sits hedged with
divinity like theirs? For their kingdom,
while in this world, is not of it; and the
calamitie which befall them never touch
the heart of their being. Accordingly,
while they play a subordinate part in the
movements of the drama, they constitute
the organic element that gives it life and
coherence.
Indeed, their ubordination i only that of the invisible to the
vi ible, of the spirit to the sense, of the
un een Power that reaches out its hand

Such, then, is this remarkable group of
characters, distinguished all the time
by the most unbending self-respect.
But it should never be lost sight of, that
their self-assertion is always for others,
never for themselves. It is when Lear
in his mad folly proposes to banish Cordelia, that Kent forgets his subject position and throws himself between the
dragon and his wrath. As the subject
Kent he obeys the order of his master
without protest, goes into banishment
and loses all the emblems of his political state; but under a meaningless name,
"Caius, "any man's name, he comes back
to be the unfeed phy ician for Lear's
''foul disease." The Fool never fails
in his office, is always ready to entertain his master; but he never allows the
slightest hint or implication of disrespect
to ordelia to be spoken or acted, without sending a terrible shaft of sarcasm
into the heart that had hatched it, as
Phoebus Apollo sent his hi. ing arrows
into the writhing folds of Python, the
Rotten one. And Cordelia, too,-it is
that he may be true to others that she
holds so loyally to herself. And how
true she is, what a wondrous efficacy
she leaves behind her. How they all
trust her, and understand her, that it
was for them, as well as herself, she refused to place her love in the shambles,
the Fool pining away at her absence ;
Kent quietly sleeping in the tocks with
her letter in his hands; and the passiontossed soul of her father m(O)m ntarily
growing calm, a orne memory of what
she wa pas e over it boiling gulfs.

SHAKESPEARE iN THE SCHOOLS.
Let us take up now the other group of
characters. We shall find them intensely selfish, yet marked by the sheerest
infidelity to self.

with words in which the native kindness
of his heart chastens his rage and sense
of wrong into a pathos beyond almost
any thing else in the drama.

The basis of Lear's character is es- "l pr'ythee, daughter, do not make me mad.
sentially noble. It is incredible that "I will not trouble thee, my child; farewell;
two such characters as Kent and the "We'll no more meet, no more see one another;
Fool should cling to him with such desperate fidelity, if there were nothing beneath that "more headier will" which
seems so little amenable to good judgement and good feeling, from which al 1
his vagaries spring, and those tremendous outbursts of passion and hatred
boil, like red lava from the everlasting
fires.
Kent calls him "the old kind
king," and there are evidences enough
that the words are not empty ones.
When the knight hints to him that things
promise badly for him, that there is a
great abatement of kindness toward him
on the part of his daughter, he replies:
"Thou but rememberest me of my own
conception; I have perceived a most
faint neglect of late, which I have rather blamed as my own jealous curiosity,
than as a very pretense and purpose of
unkindness." When Cornwall refuses
to speak with him, he launches into one
of his stormy moods, but checks himself
with the thought. "May be he is not
well; we are not ourselves when nature,
being oppressed, commands the mind
to suffer with the body. I'll forbear."
And in that wonderful scene, the
fourth of Act. 2, as Goneril enters, he
raises his eyes and says: "0 heavens,
if you do love old men, if your sweet
sway allow obedience, if yourselves are
old, make it your answer; send down
and take my part." \ bile her cold,
steely words stab him again and again
to the heart, he writhes and flashes from
one thought to another in the premonitory madness, till at last he breaks out

" * * * * * * * * But I'll not chide thee ;
"Let shame come when it will, I do not call it ;
"I do not bid the thunder-bearer shoot,
"Nor tell tales of thee to high judging Jove.
"Mend when thou canst; be better at thy leisure;
"I can be patient."

His attachment for the Fool is plainly .,more than the liking of one clown for
another. In the storm scene, one of
the sublimest things in all literature, in
which he talks with the storm and lightning as with familiar friends, the ecstacy of his madness wears itself out,
his "wits begin to turn," and he says,
placing his arm affectionately around the
Fool,-"Come on, my boy ; how dost,
my boy? Art cold? I am cold myself.
Poor fool and knave, I have one part
in my heart, that's sorry for thee yet."
And how large a part it is, is evident
enough from the affectionate playfulness
with which he treats the Fool before the
madness comes on. But the first scene
in which we see him, shows this amiable side of his nature better than any
other. He knows what the worth of
affection is, and where he may expect
to find it. Accordingly, he makes his
demands of Goneril and Regan in a
business sort of way; he listens through
their labored rhetoric; and a signs their.
portions in a deliberate, courtly fashion,
as if it were an every-day affair, needing nothing but the wonted care to guard
the dignity of his kingship. But how
all his tone changes when he turns to
his younge t and says: " ow, our joy,
although our last and least, to whose
young love the vines of France and milk
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of Burgundy strive to be interessed,
what can you say to draw a third more
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opulent than your sisters?"
( ContiJtued next 1/lont!t.)
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hares to be shut up in a stable; he who
should succeed in leading them out to
feed upon the meadow where the meeting was being held, the next morning,
and conduct them all back to the stable
the next evening, would have resolved
the first problem.
\Vhen this proposition was made to
the young shepherd, he asked to be allowed a day to reflect upon it; the next
day he would say "yes" or "no" to it.
The request appeared so just to the
King that it was granted to him.
He immediately took his way to the
forest, to meditate there on the means
of accomplishing the task set him.
\iVith down-bent head he slowly trav ersed a narrow path running beside a
brook, when he came upon a little old
woman with snow-white hair, but sparkling eyes, who inquired the cause of his
sadness.
The young shepherd replied, shaking
his head:
"Alas! nobody can be of any assistance to me, and yet I great] y desire to
wed the King's daughter."
"Don't give way to despair so (plick ly "replied the little old woman ; "tell
me all about your trouble, and perktps
I may be able to get you out of your
cliffi ulty."
The young shepherd's heart was so
heavy that he needed no entreaty to tell
The King had caused one hundrecl her his story.

HERE was once a rich and powerful king, who had a daughter remarkable for her beauty. \Vh en this
Princess arrived at an age to be married, he caused a proclamation to be
made by sound of trumpet and by placards on all the walls of his kingdQm, to
the effect that all those who had any
pretension to her hand were to assemble
in a wide-spread meadow.
Her would- be suitors being in this
way gathered together, the Princess
would throw into the air a golden apple,
and whoever succeeded in catching it
would then have tore olve three problems, after doing which he might marry the Princess, and, the King having
no son, inherit the kingdom.
On the day appointed the meeting
took place.
The Princess threw the
golden apple int? the air, but not one
of the first three who caught it was able
to complete the easiest task set him, and
neither of them attempted those which
were to follow.
At last, the golden apple, thrown by
the Princess into the air for the fourth
time, fell into the hands of a young
shepherd, who was the handsomest, but,
at the same time, the poorest of all the
competitors.
The first problem given him to solve
-certainly as difficult as a problem in
mathematics-was this : -
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''Is that all?" said the little old wornan ; "in that case you have not much
t.o despair about."
And she took from her pocket an ivory whistle and gave it. to him.
This whistle was just like other whistles in appearance; so the shepherd,
thinking that it needed to be blown in a
particular way, turned to ask the little
old woman how this was, but she had
disappeared.
Full of confidence, however, in what
he regarded as a good genius, he went
next day to the palace, and said to the
King:
''I accept, sir, and have come in
search of the hares to lead them to the
meadow."

The whistle gave forth a sharp and
prolonged sound .
Immediately 1 t.o his great astonjshment, from right ,apd l,e ft, from b~fore
him 4nd behind hi~-fro111- aH siq~s, ip.
fact-Leapt the h:un.dred hares, ~nd ~~t
to quietly prpwsing on the me~dqw
around him.
'
News was brought to the King! how
the young hepherd had probab~y r~·

The King conferred on the matter
with his daughter.
Both were greatly vexed ; for if th
young shepherd succeeded with the two
other problems as well as he had with
the first, the Princess would become the
wife of a simple peasant, than which
nothing could be more humiliating to
royal pride.
"You think over the matter," said
the Princess to her father, "and I will
do the same."
The Princess retired to her chamber,
and disguised herself in such a way as to
render herself unrecognizable ; then she
had a horse brought for her, mounted
it, and went to the young shepherd.
The hundred hares were frisking joyously about him.
''W.ill you sell me one of your hares?"
asked the young Princess.
"I would not sell you one of my hares
for all the gold in the world," replied
the shepherd; "but you may gain one."
''At what price?" asked the Princess.
"By dismounting from your horse and
sitting by me on the grass for a quarter
of an hour."
The Princess made some objections,
but as there was no other means of obtaining the hare, she descended to the
ground, and seated herself by the young
shepherd.
The hundred hares leaped and bounded around him.
At the end of a quarter of an hour,
dtfring which the young shepherd ·aiel a
httndreq t<:;ncler things to her, she rose
<1-n<f claimed her hare, which the hep herd, faithful to his promi e, gave her.
The Princess joyfully shut it in a basket which she carried at the bow of her
saddle, and rode back toward the palace.
But hardly had she ridden a quarter

.. g~v~4 t~e prop~e~ o~

pf a lea ue, when. the

On hearing this, the King rose, and
said to his Minister of the Interior:
"Have all the hares turned out of the
stable ."
The young shepherd placed himself
on the threshold of the door to count
them ; but the first was already far away
when the last was set at liberty; so much
so, that when he reached the meadow
he had not a single hare with him.
He sat himself down pensively, not
daring to believe in the virtue of his
whistle. However, he had no other re source, and placing the whistle to his
lips he blew into it with all his might.

*Y har~
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nibbled at the bag so vigorously as
speedily to make a hole, out of which it
leapt to the gro und and Red.
"\\'ell?" inquire<l the Princess, on
seeing the Kin g return to tl1e palace.
"I hardly know what to tell you, my
daughter," replied the King.
"This
young shepherd is an obstinate fellow,
who refused to sell me one of his hares
at any price. But d on't distress yourself; he 'll n ot get so easily through the
two otber tasks as he has done 'vith this
one."
It need hardly be said tl1al the Kin g
made no allusion to the con diti ons under which he had for a moment had possession of one of his hares, nor that the
Princess said n othing about the terms
of her similar unsuccess.

placed his whistle to his lips and blew
into it; and, at this imperative call, the
hare forced up the lid of the basket,
sp rang to the ground, and made off as
fast as his legs could carry him.
A moment afterwards, the shepherd
saw a peasant corning towards him,
mounted on a donkey. It was the old
King, also disguised, who had quitted
the palace with the same intention as
his daughter.
A large bag hung from the donkey's
saddle.
"\iVill you sell me one of your hares?"
he asked of the young shepherd .
"My hares are not for sale," replied
the shepherd ; "but they may be gained."
"What must one do to gain one?"
The shepherd considered for a moment.
"You must kiss three times the tail
of your donkey," he said.
This strange condition was greatly
repugnant to the old King, who tried
his hardest to escape it, going so far as
to offer fifty thousand francs for a single
hare, but the young shepherd would not
budge from the terms he had named.
At last the King, who held absolutely
to getting possession of one of the hare s,
ubmitted to the conditions, bumiliating
as they were for a king. Tbree times
he kissed the tail of his donkey, who
was greatly surprised at a king doing
hi m so much bonor j and the shepherd,
faithfu l to his promise, gave bim the
hare demanded with so much insistence.
The King tucked his hare into his
bag, and rode away at the utmost speed
of his donkey.
But be had hardly gone a quarter of
a league when a shrill whi tle sounded

"That is exact ly my case," she n:marked ; "I could not in<lttce hi tn to
part with one of his hares, neither fur
gold nor sil vcr."
\Vh cn evening came, the shepherd returned witb hi s hares; he counted the1u
before the King; there was not uue
more or one less. They were given back
to tbe Minister of the Interior, who had
them dri ve n in to the stable.
Then tl1e King said :
"The first problem has been sol vecl ;
the second now remains to be accomplished.
Pay great attention, youn~
n;.an."
'The shepherd listened with all his
ears.
"Up yonder, in my granary," the
Kin g went on, "the re are one hundred
measures of grey peas and o11e hundred
measures of lentils; lentils and peas are
mixed together; if you succeed to-ni~ht,
and without light, in scparatin~ them,
you will have sol\'ed the second problem.''
"I'll do my be ·t," n:plkd tht: oung

~n

shepherd.

tl?-e

~ir, Oij

hearing

whic~

the har
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And the King called his Minister of
the Interior, who conducted the young
man up to the granary, locked him in,
and handed the key to the King.
s it was already night, and as, for
such a labor, there was no time to be
lost, the shepherd put his whistle to his
lips and blew a long, shrill note.
Instantly five thousand ants appeareel, and set to work separating the lentils from the peas, and never stopped
until the whole were divided into two
heaps.
The next morning the King, to his
great astonishment, beheld the work accomplished. He tried to raise objec:
tions, but was unable to find any ground
whatever.
All he could do now was to trust to
the third trial, which after the shepherd's success in the other two trials, he
found to be not very hopeful. However,
as the third was the most difficult of all,
he did not give way to despair.
"\Vhat now remains for you to do,"
he said, "is to go into the bread-room,
and, in a single night, eat the whple
week's bread, which is tored there. If
to-morrow morning not a single crumb
is to be found there, I will consent to
your marrying my daughter."
That same evening the young shepherd was conducted to the bread-room
of the palace, which was so full of bread
that only a very small space near the
door remained unoccupied.
But, at midnight, when all was quiet
in the palace, the shepherd sounded his
whistle. In a moment ten thousand
mice fell to gnawing at the bread in such
a fashion, that the next morning not a
sin<rle crumb remained in the place.
The young man then hammered at
the door with aq !1~s might, and _alled
put;

"Make haste and open the door,
please, for I'm hungry !"
The third task was thus victoriously
accomplished, as the others had been.
Nevertheless, the King tried hard to
get out of his engagement.
He had a sack, big enough to hold
six measures of wheat, brought; and,
having called a good number of his
courtiers about him, said : ''Tell us as
many falsehoods as will fill this sack,
and when it is full you shall have my
daughter."
Then the shepherd repeated all the
falsehoods he could think of; but the
day was half pent and he was at the
end of his fibs, and still the sack was
far from being full.
"Well," he went on, "while I was
guarding my hares, the Princess came
to me disguised as a peasant, and, to
get one of my hares, permitted me to
kiss her."
The Princess, who, not in the least
suspecting what he was going to say, had
not been able to close his mouth, became as red as .a cherry ; so much so
that the King began to think that the
young shepherd's tarradiddle might possibly be true.
"The sack is not yet full, though you
have just dropped a very big falsehood
into it," cried the King. ''Go on."
The shepherd bowed and continued :
"A moment after the Princess was gone,
I saw his majesty,disguised as a pea ant
and mounted on a donkey. His maje ty also came to buy one of my hares;
seeing, then, what an eager de ire he
had to obtain a hare from me, what do
you imagine I compelled him to do-"
'Enough. enough!" cried the King ;
''the sack is full."
A week later, the young shepherd
rpa~r~ed the Pr~JlC~ ~--Strand.
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SIR MORELL MACKENZIE.

C

OMING now to what preachers call
the application of the text, the practical bearing of what has been said
about exercise in the previous article
may be briefly pointed out. For this
purpose it will be convenient to follow
man in the "order of his going" through
childhood, adolescence, maturity, and
old age- the four principal stages of his
journey from the cradle to the grave .
In the child the physiological craving
for movement shows itself with the unrestrained freedom of the natural animal. If a healthy baby is allowed to
have free play for its limbs it will go
through a series of improvised acrobatic
performances, twisting its limbs and
turning them into knots that might excite the envy of a professional "contortionist." It is an excellent plan to give
an infant perfect muscular freedom for
some time every day; it should be disencumbered of any superfluous clothing
and laid on a rug or some soft material
on the floor and allowed to kick and
throw itself about to its heart's content.
On the general principle, apparently,
that every natural tendency is a prompting of the evil spirit, it used to be the
universal custom to restrain the movements of infants' limbs by swathing
them in innumerable bandages, as if
they were diminutive mummies. 'Vith
the eager life within them thus "cabin'd,
cribbed, confined," the poor little things
must have been mere bundles of helpless
mi ery, and in many cases must have
been dwarfed in their growth, if not deformed. The more enlightened among

the doctors fulminated against the practice for centuries, but in that, as in
most other things, medical wisdom cried
out in the streets and no man regarded
it. It needed the genius of Rousseau to
persuade the more civiliz ed part of the
world of the senseless cruelty of tight
swaddling clothes, and even at this clay
his teaching has not entirely prevailed.
Any traveller in Italy, Spain an<l some
parts of France can see for himself tl1at
infantile hygiene is still in the semi-barbarous stage.
As the child grows older the boi terousness with which it romps may be
taken a a pretty sure index of its state
of health. Mr. H~rbert Spencer speaks
with a sympathetic insigllt wl1ich was
hardly to be expected from a philoso pher-and moreover, I believe I may
add a bachelor-of the torture which
it is to a healthy child to "sit still."
'Vordsworth is a physiologist as well as
a poet when he says that a l1ild ''feels
its life in every limb." But by lon g
continued confinement an(l restraintthat is, by being made to live under
totally unnatural conditions -this wholesome exuberance of vitality may be lost
and give 1 lace to listlessne. s and even
positive di like of play. Dr. Fernand
Lagrange, who has written a valuable work on exercise in childhood,
says that for year past alarm has been
felt by those charged with the edu ation
of the young in France, "because chil dren have lost the ta ·te for exerrise."
Thi he attributes entirely to the . ini:ter
predominance of the s hool-ma ·ter in
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moclern child life. The denial of Nature'. righ l. in r spect of play is followed
by an unfailing ernesis in the form of
ill -l1Calth, or wl1at is perhaps still worse,
by graclual adaptation to circumstances,
leading to a joyless childhood, a flabby,
languid youtl1, a stunted, stagnant mat ~uity, and a premature old age.
In
the French !J'cus the bad effects, moral
and physical, of insufficient exercise are
writ so large as to strike the most indifferent eye. It would be wonderful
if it were otherwise, seeing that the only
play-ground the poor boys have to disport themselves in is an enclosure about
as cheerful as the yard of a prison, and
in this for a few minutes in the clay they
toil through a set gymnastic task as en1ivening as the tread mill.
In our schools of a corresponding
class things are very different, but, as
regards the lower couclus sociales, is not
the school-master too much with us also?
In our devouring zeal for the gospel of
the three R's we are apt to forget that,
as Mr. Herbert Spencer puts it, "The
first requisite for success in life is to be a
good animal." This is a much more
important matter both for the present
rising generation and for the future of
our race tl1an the precocious passing of
"standards" and the earning of capitation grants for teachers. To my mind,
the physical education of our children
is one of th e most urgent questions of
the clay, and it is one which might well
engage the attention of our legislators
if they could spare a little time from
their exciting game of "I'm the King
of the castle." If a small fraction of
the attention that is given to the rearing of cattle were given to the bringing
up of children, \Valt \\rhitman' prophetic vision of a nation of "forty million of magnificent per on " would be

in a fair way to be realized. The "per:.
fectibility" of the human race depends
much more on physical than on mental
culture; for intellect, energy of will, and
strength of moral fibre are la:rgely dependent on sound bodily health.
How, then, are children to be made
"good animals?" By the fullest possible development of their bodily powers.
How is this devlopment to be compassed? Adapting Dantons's famous
saying, I answer, By exercise, by exercise, and yet again by exercise. There
can be no dispute about this; the only
question is as to the form and amount
of the exercise. The period of childhood may be taken as extending from
the age of two or three years up to puberty. Now, what is wanted at this
stage is not so much the acquisition of
muscular strength or skill as a solid
foundation of general health. In childhood exercise should be almost exclusively general or lz)'gienic; indeed, I am
inclined to think that the less purely local or atltletic exercise a growing child
has the better it will be, not only for
its constitution, but for its future muscular development. Very young children should be encouraged to run about,
to trundle hoops, or, if at the seaside,
to build castles, &c., on the sand-i n
short, to play and romp instead of dawdling. \Valking about with a nursemaid,
\vho possibly takes more interest in infantry than in infants, can hardly be
amusing, and may be extremely fatiguing to her little charges. In the way of
systematic exercise for young children
there i nothing better than the Kindergarten movements; the fact that they
are done in company with other children, and often to the accompaniment
of song, assimilate the e little drill to
game and lessens the danger of their
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being looked upon as tasks. For older
children no methodical exercise, however scientifically arranged, can compare with the boisterous outdoor games
which bring every muscle into play,
lash the heart into a gallop, and make
the vi tal bellows-the lungs-blow the
fire of life into a glow. The excitement of the game is what doctors would
call its "active principle," for gladness
is the best of all tonics. Even the shouting, however it may vex the ears of
"tough seniors," is in itself an importaut element in the exercise, as it brings
the lungs and the muscles of the chest
and throat into vigorous action.
It is a melancholy fact, however, that,
as Mr. Walter Besant pointed out some
years ago, neither the children nor the
young people of the lower classes really
know how to play. In France, as M.
Lagrange tells us, games have almost
fallen into oblivion, even among the
children of the well-to-do. In Belgium
some years ago open-air games had become a lost art, and a movement was
set on foot by some enlightened educationa! reformers to teach children to
play! So well have the games answered
that gymnastic apparatus, trapezes, &c.,
have now all but disappeared from Belgian schools. The result is that "the
children arc straighter, stronger, and
more gay," the last point being, even
as regards health, just as important as
the others. In the United tates ph ysical culture is also beginning to be made
a part of the ordinary school curriculum.
t Boston Dr. Edward M. Hartwell has
just been appointed Doctor of Physical
Training in the public school at a salary of • 3, ooo a year and the Ling or
wedi h sy tern of exerci es is being introduced into many merican school .
1uscular drill is not quite the same
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thing as games; but, as S1r Thomas
More said, "Marry, it is somewhat."
I believe it would add immensely to the
usefulness of Board schools as nurseries
of efficient citizens if, as is the case in
the public schools of Belgium, their
teaching staff included a Profcsseur de
Jeux. It would be no loss to the community if a few of the 'ologies with which
the brains of poor little starvelings are
at present forced into premature exhaustion were sacrificed to make room
for the sound physical and moral training supplied by well-ordered play.
Parents are sometimes unwilling to allow their children to share in the games
of their companions-especially football
-from fear of accidents. On this subject I cannot do better than quote the
words of Dr. Clement Dukes, whose
medical experience of schoolboys, is
probably unrivalled. "If," he says, with
regard to football, "twenty years' experience at the very birth place of this
much-abused game, played three or four
times every week in winter and very
warm games sometimes, - counts for anything, it ought to make parents and doctors consider the matter more thoughtfully. I have never yet had one ·e riou s
accident from football- no accident
more severe than I have had from cricket, house runs, steeplechases, swimming
baths, gymnasiums, and above all, by play. If the game were always played
by boys the outcry against football must
cease." \Vith one or two exceptions
(among which I should certainly number football and cricket) girls an play
at the same games as boys, and they
should be encouraged and, unlc. s phy ically unfit, compelled to do so. Gymnastics should not, I think, be attempted by girls before the age of twelve
thereabouts, and then they should be
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carefully adapted to the child's powers
and should be pursued under the supervision of an experienced medicl:!-1 adviser. · Marching and wheeling, practice
with light dumb-bells and staves, &c.,
especially if the man<.euvres are gone
through to the accompaniment of music,
are particularly suited to young girls.
They give grace and precision to the
movements, while
developing the
strength.
Adolescence extends from puberty
(about fonrteen)to twenty-three or thereaboutsj strictly speaking, it reaches to
twenty-five, as the growth cannot be considered complete till then. There are two
easily distinguishable periods in adolescence, the first of which may be called the
maturity of boyhood, while the second is
the dawn of manhood. In the former the
conditions and limitations of exercise are
much the same as for the pre-puberty
period. They resolve themselves into
this: Plenty of exercise, no training.
While the body is in active growth all
the vital energy seems concentrated on
the process of development. There is
no storing up of reserve force, as in
adult lifej every atom of material is immediately used up in meeting the wants
of the growing organism. Exercise,
whether in games or in gymnastic manc:euvres, is useful as helping the due
performance of the vital functions, but
anything like fatigue is most injurious.
In estimating the dangers of any particular kind of exercise it is not the
Heraclid~ but the ordinary sons of men
who must form the basis of any general
formula. The weaker lads are often
tall, growth having outrun general
development, and in their case iolent
and prolonged muscular exercise hould
not be permitted till the frame is sufficiently consolidated to bear the expen-

diture of nervous and vital energy which
it entails. From twenty to thirty it
matters little what kind of exercise is
taken so long as it is sufficient without
being excessive. For men who live in
towns it is often very important to obtain the maximum amount of exer cise
in a relatively short time, and in such
cases a gallop for an hour or even three quarters of an hour answers the purpose
well. Fencing, however, is perhaps the
most effective form of concentrated exercise, but it has the disadvantage of
exercising the right side of the body
much more than the left, and thus in
some cases producing a slight deviation
from perfect symmet ry. Rowing, or
rather sculling,is perhaps the most perfect form of exercise for young men and
girls, for nearly all the muscles of the
body are brought into play with the exception of those passing from the front
of the chest to the arm.
In young
persons with a tendency to phthisis or
asthma I have many times seen sculling
effect a complete cure.
During the
period of adolescence gymnastics under
a competent instructor are often of the
mo t signal service, especially to young
people who are naturally awkward or
otherwise physically backward.
I need not dwell upon the necessity
of exercise for women further than to
say that competent authorities look upon it as the best safeguard against certain diseases peculiar to their sex the
enormous prevalence of which at the
present day is no doubt in great measure due to the physical indolence which
many of them have been taught to consider as a grace rather than a defectI had almost said a vice. In view of
this it is satisfactory to learn that the
Ladies' Berkely thletic lub, founded
little more than a year ago in Jew 1: ork,
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should already have become a flourishing ''institution." I may say here that
I think it is a mistake for women to aim
directly at the development of muscle;
the Venus of Milo, not the half-masculine Amazon, must always be the type
of physical perfection for them. Their
exercise should, therefore, be chiefly
ll)'gienic rather than atlzletic. A great
French anatomist, Cruveilhier, was ungallant enough to say that whatever women might learn to do they never could
ucceed in running gracefully. Candor
compels me to say that I think the in dictment true, but that and throwing
the cricket ball are about the only things
which they cannot do with twice the
grace and nearly all the strength of men.
In early manhood and at that variable period wh~ch is known as the "prime
of life" the object must be to keep as
much as one possibly can of the stamina acquired in the days when the Blue
Ribbon of the athlete seemed the only
thing worth living for. A man cannot
expect to maintain his' 'condition" under
the storm and stress of active life; he
must be satisfied with having laid a
foundation of physical strength which
will make his subsequent life happier,
longer, and more useful than it would
otherwise have been. His delight in,
and capacity for, most forms of exercise will continue unabated for many
years past the age (forty-six) fixed by
the Romans as the limit of enlistment.
Those requiring ela ticity of the bones
will be given up first; football is a dangerous anachronism after five- andtwenty. Those calling for swiftnes · of
foot will be surrendered next, and the
acrifice i made ea ier by increasing
weight of body and stiffn s of limb.
In the borderland between youth and
middle age many men are apt to exceed
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in the matter of exercise, possibly from
unwillingness to acknowledge that cruel
Time is beginning to claw them in his
clutch; for them, therefore, a little of
what Dr. John on would have called
"suf-flamination" will often be required.
On the other hand, those on whom middle age has stamped its mark, whose
"wind" is like woman's love (according to Hamlet), and whose waistcoat is
beginning to yield to circumstances,
have as it were to be driven to the stake
of physical exertion.
The amount and kind of exercise required by people between forty and
fifty depend largely on individual peculiarities. There are, however, certain definite standards by which the
amount of 1 hy ical work clone in different kincl s of exercise can be accurately
estimated . It is calculated that an ordinary laborer does work which is the
equivalent of lifting from 300 to 400 tons
one foot in a working day, and Professor Haughton reckons that a man walking on a nearly leve l surface at the rate
of about three miles an hour expends
as much force as would raise one-twentieth part of the weight of his body
through the distance walked.
Now,
. supposing a man weighs T 6o lb., in his
clothes, in walking a mile he would raise
8lb. one mile, or I 8. 86 tons one foot;
if he walked six miles at the same rate
he would have raised I r3 tons one foot.
This would represent a fair standard of
cxer i e for a healthy man of fifty years
of age; if younger he should clo rather
more, if older he might d o less.
I have already pointed out that riding
is an ex ellent ''pemmican," or concentrated essence of exerci e ; but it is espe ially in middle life that ydenham's
aphori m holds that the out ide of a
hor e is the be t thing for the inside of

•
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ma'rl. Steady going, however, ought
to be the i·ule, {\nd a Bishop;s cob is the
ideal mOunt after fifty, except in the
tase. of hunting men \vho are as much
at horne in the saddle as other folks ate
ln a batb chah. Olivet \Venc\ell Holmes)
who, it must not be forgotten, is a doctor, and even an ex-professor of anatomy, a:s well as acharrning writer)speaks
with almost Pindaric enthusiasm of riding, during which the liver"goes up and
down like the clasher of a churn in the
midst of the other vital arrangements,"
while "the brains also are shaken up
like coppers in a money-box." Perhaps the mutual collision of brain cells
and "higher centres" may be as stimulating to the intellect as the "shock of
minds" in debate. For those who cannot afford horse exercise there is the
tricycle, which, as the means of exercise
for the middle-aged, has a great future
before it. Dr. Oscar Jennings, an English physician practising in Paris, has
written a hook (La Sante par le Tricycle)
in which he tells how he diminished his
circumference, which was beginning to
give signs of Falstaffian possibilities, and
evicted a host of infirmities by cycling
alone without any other forms of exercise. Then there is golf, an ideal game
for those whose names are no longer in
the scroll of youth, but with writers like
Mr. Arthur Balfour and Mr. Andrew
Lang to hymn its praises it needs no additional 'l 1ates sacer. To sum up, middle-aged people between, say, thirty_
five and fifty-five or sixty, should ride
or cycle one hour or walk two hours
every clay.
These exercises may be
varied if the opportunity offers by rowing or fencing, but I do not as a rule
recommend men over fifty to swim long
distances, or, indeed, in these latitudes,
to remain for more than a few minutes
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in the water.
We pass next to old age, and the first
question that meets us is: \Vhen does
old age begin? Son1e n'len are old at
forty~ \vhilst others may almost be said
to be young at eighty. A man is just as
old as his tissues) particularly those of
his heart and brain, and there are octogenatianswho formental and even physical volatility might be their own grandsons.
The secret of such perpetual youth
lies mostly in regular exercise, whether
in felling trees or in the humbler form
of the daily "constitutional." Even
when life has at last fallen into the sere
and yellow leaf, exercise of a kind and
amount suited to the ."shrunk shanks,"
stiff joints, brittle bones, and other evidences of senility will keep the furnace
of the vital locomotive aglow long after
others less carefully stoked have paled
their ineffectual fires. But this can only be done (to continue the metaphor)
by slackening speed and reducing pressure. If old men will ·ump hedges as
in their. salad clays they will not improbably do so to a musical accompaniment
of snapping thigh bones. If they run
to catch trains, their hearts are extremely likely to mark their sense of such an
outrage by stopping work; Dr. Hammonel, a distinguished merican physician, has collected seventy cases whicl1
have occurred in one city during the
last ten years of men dying suddenly
from running after street cars.
If a man has ridden all hi life, he ·
may continue to do so as long as he can
sit on a horse, otherwise this exerci e i
too violent for the aged. The 'con titutional" is unque tionably the sheet anchor of old age so far as exercise is concerned. I need say nothing more about
it than that each walk houlu be taken
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with a definite purpose, if it is only to
set one's watch by a particular clock.
To have an object of some kind makes
all the difference between wholesome
exercise and the listless dragging about
of the dead weight of one's own body
which makes walking one of the most
fatiguing as well as the dreariest of all
forms of motion.
To sum up the whole subject, the
golden rule for exercise, through all the
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seven chapters of man's strange eventful history, is to use it so that the stream
of life shall flow swift and clear, never
stagnating like a muddy pond, and, on
the other hand, never dashing itself to
pieces in mere foam and fury.
In the next article I shall deal with
"Training," to which these papers on
exercise have been introductory.

PSYCHOLOGY -SENSATION.
H. N.

O part of the subject which we are
considering is beset with greater
difficulties, or has been the field of more
prolonge.d. controversy, than this one.
Here, more than any where else in the
whole science of psychology, is the mystery of the connection between mind
and body manifest. Then, again, the
term sensation or some one of its cognates, is often used with a meaning widely
different from that to be attached to it
here. We say, a person is sensible,
meaning that he uses good judgment;
or he is sensitive on such and such a
subject, meaning that he is easily' 'toucheel," lets his passions control him; or I
had a sensation of fear, or coldness, or
warmth, meaning that I had a feeling
that was painful or pleasurable. Lowell
says,

N

"The fleeting relish at sen ations brim
Had in it the be t ferment of th e wine."

None of these uses of the word gives the
meaning to be given it in psychology.
Here it signifies one of those primordial
mental states cau eel by the action of
something outside of the mind upon the
nervous system in such way as to pro-
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duce in the mind a consciousness of a
cltange in the mental status. It is, so to
speak, that form of the so-called cognitive faculty, which gives us the very raw
materials of knowledge. \Vhen I look
at an orange, and see that it is yellow,
no doubt there is much more than mere
sensation in the mind; if I know the
yellowness as an attribute of the orange,
there is perception; and if I know the
attribute as yellow, and not red or green,
there is, at least implied, classification
and probably other activities of the
elaborative faculty. But when I simply
am conscious of a change in the mental
state, know the present state as different
from the preceding state, the activity
is sensati?n. In some such way as this,
we are to think of what is meant by the
term ; and the proce. s may be clefint:cl,
as that form of the presentative activity
which gives us knowledge of the world
that is outside of ourselves, the raw ma terial of knowledge, as was said . Or,
it might be defined, as the psychi al
side of nerve change, however we may
figure the connection. It is at this point
that the controver y between material -
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ism and sp1nt1sm arises. Materialism
maintains that nerve change is the cause
and sensation the effect; spiritism assails 1:he position in various ways. In
Prof. Dewey's Psychology, one of the
very best of the elementary books, it is
said, (page 43,) that nerve change is not
cause but stimulus. ''A sensation is
not the simple affection of the soul by
some bodily change, although the affection is a necessary prerequisite to
sensation. The appearance of physical causation which accompanies it is
due to the fact that nerve change is always necessary as a stimulus to the soul,
and when this stimulus is once present,
it is not left to the soul voluntarily to
determine whether and how it will act,
but, by a mechanism of its own, it responds to the stimulus in a definite and
invariable way." It seems difficult to
see what more materialism need ask than
this, and quite as difficult to see what is
gained by conceiving the nerve change
as "stimulus or excitation nece~sary to
call the soul into activity." A thing
that is inactive is dead, really non-existent. The best way is to acknowledge
the connection, but frankly admit our
inability to construe it in thought, as
Tyndall and Spencer do.
The structure and functions of the
nerves cannot be given here.
Any
good work on physiology, like Flint's, or
Foster's, or Martin's, or the large works
on psychology, like James's or ·carpenter's, must be consulted. The only
point that need be noticed here is, that
sensation, and all the higher activities
of mind, are dependent for their perfect
functions upon healthy nerves. ·w hen
the nerves are worn down by too prolonged action, the sensations are dull
and indi tinct, a11d regain their brightness and distinctness only after the

nerves have rested and l'egained their
own normal activity. A person who
does not sleep well, will not think well.
Macbeth's words are as true as they are
poetical; sleep is the "chief nourisher
in life's feast." Again, when sensations
of one order have become dull, they
may recuperate while those of another
order are in exercise. All these matters are dependent, of course, upon the
fact of the connection between nerve
change and sensation. A definite amount
of the former is necessary to a definite
quantity and quality of the latter. The
change is dependent, no doubt, upon
the oxygenation of nerve elements by
the blood, and the recuperation upon
the nutrition of the worn tissues.
Sensations have been divided into diferent kinds, and whether the classifications are based upon any substantial
grounds or not, in a scientific sense, the
terms used are so often met with that it
may be worth while to refer to them. Accordingly, we often read of objective,
subjective, and reflex sensations. By
the first, or objective sensations, are
meant all ordinary sensations, in which
the cause of the sensation is something
wholly outside of the organism, as what
I see, hear, taste, smell, touch, or know
as warm or cold, or as resisting in any
way. Subjective ensations are commonly regarded as all those that originate within the organism, as the sensation of heat felt at !he point where inflamation has been set up, or that of objects that seem to float before the eyes in
certain di ea ed condition of these organs, or that referred to a foot or a hand
that has been amputated. These, how ever are all really objective ince the organism is no part of the mind but truly
a part of the e ternal world. There is
a clas of sensation , that eem indeed
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to have their origin in the mind itself; originate in the periphery and are carat least, they can scarcely be said to ried in to the centers; so, too, the reoriginate, as ·the others do, so plainly flex; the truly subjective seem to origiin some abnormal change of the nerves nate in the centers and are localized in
themselves. They include all those re- the periphery.
Again, sensations are classified with
markable hallucinations denoted by the
terms odylism, mesmerism, and hyp- reference to the structure of the nerves
notism. Hysterical persons are often as they begin in the periphery, or exsubject to illusions of this kind. A case ternal surface. If the beginning is a
is given in the books of a man slipping mere loop, the resulting sensation is
and catching his arm upon an iron hook. called a common sensation ; if there is
The arm could not be moved without some special arrangement, as the rods
excessive pain, and he cried out while and cones of the retina, the sensation
the surgeon was cutting off the sleeve, is called special. Those of the first
to get at the wound. Yet the arm was kind are the sensation of tension and refound entirely uninjured. Reflex sen- sistance, often called the muscular sense;
sations, on the other hand, embrace all that of temperature ; of hunger and
those in which the sensation is localiz- thirst; of weariness and vivaciousness
ed in some part of the organism remote etc., etc. They are all rather vague,
from the real seat of the disturbance. not easily localized in specific parts of
A piece of ice introduced into the stom- the organism, and give little knowledge
ince they are
ach may cause pain in the foreheacl; of the external world.
diseases of the liver cau e pain under concerned chieOy with the organism
the left scapula; certain diseases of the it elf, some of them are called organic
heart first show themselves by pains in sensations. Some writers, Sir \Villiam
the arms.
Parts previous! y healthy Thompson, for example, is di sposed to
have become diseased in this reflex way. place the se nse of temperature in th e
These classes of sensations are rna le group of special se:: nses, a gro up that
with respect to the origin of the clistur- will form the subject of the next article
bance in the nerves.
' ~ he objective in this serie ·.

THE MAFL\ A D CAMORRA.
L. WoLFF::-ouN.

HE llfajia and the Camorra, the
one peculiar to icily, the other
to Naples, owe their origin to the necessity, in past times, of th e exercise of
individual action again ·t the evils of bad
forei gn government and the failure of
ju ·tice. The habit of tyranny, rradually acquired by the two a ociations in
:::ertain circles very soon res4lted in
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the establishment of an illegal govern ment carried on at the same time as,
and within, the legal government.
The Mafia and Camorra of to -day,
now that the origina l ausc of their be ing ha · cea ·ed, have few if any, mcm ber among the higher lassc.· , and de rive the rreater number of their a ·so ciates frQq1 the prisons. Then e the
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evil again filter into the civil administration and courts of justice, where
often, even now, favor and protection
are l!>ought and sold.
Since r 88 r the Camorra has been declining in Naples, and it is not thought
that it can exist much longer. The old
popular customs are disappearing; the
very mental habit of the Neapolitan
people is being sensibly modified. The
"High Camorra"-that is, certain closely united circles formed of men of position, who recurred to the Camorra
proper to assist them, or who personally practiced intimidation, making life
difficult to those who in any way opposed them-has almost altogether ceased,
unable to face the severe punishment
and public indignation which follow any
discovery of its deeds. But the Camorra proper has been very active within
the last ten years, and no doubt still exists.
It is a popular custom in old Naples
to play cards in the cafes. When a
game is finished, you will often see one
of the lookers-on walk straight up to
the winner of the game, and claim and
receive a certain portion of his profits.
This bold fellow is a Camorrist.
Near the custom-houses at the limits
of the city, where the town dues on
country produce are paid, may be remarked, any day, groups of men waiting to levy a second and illegal tax on
the vegetable carts that nter the city.
These, too, are Camorrists. The same
thing obtains in the public market; the
Camorrist. walk about, demanding and
obtaining a certain percentage on the
sales. Police inspectors who turn over
the sale-books of the vendors, assert
that they constantly find in cribed the
urn paid to the Camorra.

In this and

simil~r

of humble industry pays a tribute to the
association; a slight sum where the industry is honest, an exorbitant sum in
the case of illegal trades which are
obliged to hide from the police, such as
clandestine lotteries, houses of ill-fame,
receiving of stolen goods, gamblinghouses; and the very thieves, when not
members of the nefarious association
themselves, are forced to yield up a portion of their booty.
At one time the Society was very
numerous in Borgo Loreto, one of the
low quarters of Naples, and a zealous
policeman, named Borelli, wa. the terror of the quarter. An aspirant to the
honor of membership in the Camorra,
named Esposito, offered to free the Society from this pest. He killed the policeman in one of the dark streets of the
quarter by shooting him with a revol er,
and wa immediately advanced to the
full honors of the amorra. Flowers
and comfits were showered upon him as
he walked about; a banquet was given
in his honor; and on his being arrested,
a subscription was opened to pay the
expense of an advocate in his defence.
He was obliged to be tried at Viterbo,
as it had been noticed that when the
jury belonged to the same place where
the crime was committed, they either
gave a scandalous acquittal, in spite of
condemnatory evidence, or paid clearly
for their love of justice. Espo ·ito was
condemned at iterbo to thirteen years'
penal servitude.
uch was the Camorra at apl
ix
years ago. But let the devil have his
due. Merciles a the Camorra ornetimes was, it memb r were ver loyal
to each other, and were not without a
sense of gratitude to out ider who happened to do them or theirs a benefit.

ways every kinq \Vhen. the police failed in di covering a
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theft, it was often possible to get back
the object stolen by means of the Camorra, an<.l sometimes the Society has
been known to promise and actually afford protection to individuals.
The Mafia and Camorra, attacked
by repeated and vigorous prosecutions,
are now pa sing through a process of
evolution. The members of the Camorra, as it is now, avoid actual crime,
but profit in many ways by the criminal
class, and by every political agitation.
The recent assassination of the Chief of
Police at New Orleans has again raised
the question in Naples whether the Mafia is as powerful as it used to be. That
it still exists in some measure there is
no doubt; but it has undergone a modification, and is no longer practised by
any but the lowe st class, while the Mala
Vita (bad life) is the name now given
to all bands of malefactors throughout
Italy.
The 1ala Vita is supposed to be divided into two portions, the smallest of
which consists of neither forgers nor
t:,.ieves, but only accoltel!atori ( literally,
"tho. e who wound with the knife '');
. the other portion, much more numerous, has a certain re emblance to the
old Camorra of Naples. A characteristic of the members of the Mala Vita
is their practice of tattooing the skin
with the strangest patter!) , th e fa vorite
figure being a heart transfixed by an
arm are the favorite limbs
.arrow. The
.
for the operat~on, but a famou · member
of the l\Iala ita has been found to be
.tatto<?ed all over th~ ~ody, with the exception of the hand and face. The
porters of
aple are in the habit of
tattooing themselve , and often employ
the fiaure of the heart or their own
name or urname · but there is a dif\
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fer nc
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? tween t~em al)-cl

t?e mem her
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of the Mala Vita, who use tattooing as
a kind of initial ceremony, a proof of
their scorn of pain; and it seems a point
of honor with the chiefs to be tattooe<.l
on a larger scale than the others. In
fact, one of the most feared of the heads
of the sect, now in prison at Bari, has
not an inch of his body that is not tattooed. He is covered with intricate
lines and patterns, figures of serpents,
horses' heads, proverbs, men's and women's names, &c.
The crimes committed by the members of the Mala Vita are of every kind,
stabbing being perhaps the most fr e1_Uent. The sale and hiding of sto len
goods, brigandage in mountainous, and
cattle-stealing in agr'icultural distri ts,
take pia e under its protection; and its
mem hers are said to be bound by the
most horrible oaths.
The increase of th e Mala Vita s ems
to be shown by the recent raid in the
province of Puglia, leading to the trial
of no less than I7 9 prisoners at Bari,
where rumors of the existence of su h
an associati on began to spread in 1884,
there having been committed a numbel'
of crimes which bore a great rcsem
blance to each other. The chief of po lice set to work, and nearly the above named number of St)specte(~ persons
were arrested, but it w~s found that the
very persons who denounced them had
themselves committed similar crimes,s~
they were arrested too. The chief news ~
paper editor in Bari does no't uelieve
that all these malefactors were banded
together; but that is the belief of the
police.
t any rate, some of the prisoner are accu eel of tabbing an Engli h ca1Jtai n who reproved them for
lazine s while they were unlading hi .
hip.
~t i

diffi:~It to ascntain

th

truth
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about the Mafia, Camorra,or Mala Vita,
for witnesses called to support accusations are often paralyzed by a threat
wrjtten on the walls of the houses: "He
who is silent will be rewarded; he who
speaks will be killed." So not only
members of the association are silent,
but even honest men are silent too, unless they are more than usually courageous.
The antidote to the Mafia, Camorra,
and Mala Vita is penal servitude; and
it is a fact that since sentences have become milder, the conditions have not
improved, but, on the contrary, the
criminal classes have become more audacious. It is seldom that an arrest
can be made without resistance on the
part of the arrested, and policemen and
carbineers are not only sul>jected to
kicks, blows, and bites, but are not seldom shot or stabbed.
The new chief of police at Naples has
lately been very active in denouncing
criminals, and it is some time since a
crime of any magnitude in Naples has
been attributed to the Camorra or Mafia; but there are innum erable cases of
stabbing, ·the causes of which are not
evident.
One case quite lately was
found really to be there ult of a quarrel
between Camorrists who were dividing
the profits they had claimed from a

gambling-house. It happens very often
in Naples that when a person has been
found wounded, he says he did not recognize his assailant, but the fact is that
he dare not name him, for fear of in curring further vengeance.
The vast emigration going on from
Italy is a proof that there is a great
amount of distress in the country, and
there is no doubt that as the misery of
the people increases, the Camorra re vives again, and intimidation is practiced in all sorts of ways. But the more
old industries are developed, and new
ones introduced, the more prisons are
improved, and the prisoners kept to
real and remunerative work, the more
bold and strict surveillance is practise d
by the police, the more will the Mafia
and Camorra, in all their branches, d ecline, and, we may hope, finally disap pear. But that time is not yet. Th e
serpent is scotched but not killed; it
still creeps about, nourishing itself on
the vile of every rank, and ready at ev ery favorable opportunity to dart its
fangs into society. Its destructi on is a
matter of civilization, and, as a fact,
the South Italian people, among whom
it thrives best, are, in many ways, extremely uncivilized.
Contemporary R eview.

PESTALOZZI IN THE MEMORY OF THE SWISS.
DR.

G. H.

FROMMHOLZ.

N the old court-house of Zurich a
narrow hidden stairway leads one to
a couple of rooms, where the Swiss have
their school exhibition under the auspices of the Pestalozzi Union. Here some
relics of the old, principally located in
the "Pestalozzi Stubchen," are associated with th~ display of new methods in
education, the latter an idea worthy of
imitation. A visit to these rooms enlightens the teacher as to the advancement of modern pedagogy. There were
books, educational papers, scores of
drawings, maps, instruments for use in
the school-room, material for the primary and kindergarten, etc. It was here
where I saw first some relics of PestaIezzi.
Some days later on a bleak rainy
morning, - Switzerland had m that
month of roses only two days without
rain; however nothing exceptional in
that climate- ! left Zurich, provided
with a round -trip ticket to see the wonders of the Alps. For although Zurich
is a couple of hours by rail from the
northern boundary, the beauties and
wonders of Alpine scenery had been admired so far by us only from the distance. . But the snow-clad mountains
did not overpower me so completely
that I forgot certain historical events.
There is Burgdorf- How beautifully it
is situated with the forests on one side
and the mountains on the 9ther, at
whose feet a s tream gossips incessantly
as it runs ove r the pebbles which like
mosaic stud its bed. But it was neither forest stream nor mountain that caus-

I

ed me to stop here-it was that brilliant
star in pedagogy-Pestalozzi. I entered some of the shops in the quaint houses of the narrow streets and upon in quiry was directed to the "Burg." I
went up the height to that ungainly
building, which in its austere, black,
neglected aspect would rather repel than
attract were it not for its enchanting ti
Knocking at the
tle : ''The Castle."
door of the porter a woman with a considerable amount of adipose on her
bones, offered herself to be my guide.
We entered the court of the Castle and
surrounded by the high walls of the
structure, the gloom only relieved by a
couple of trees that grew within the
court, I saw on one of the walls an inscription with gilded letters on an iron
plate. My guide offered th e information that it had been in this wing of the
Castle where Pestalozzi had establi shed
his school. No benches, no pupils, no
Pestalozzi- only memory was left to
tell what great good had been wrought
here for mankind. The outward signs
were all gone and yet here an influ ence
in pedagogy had started, that will g o on
as unceasingly as that stream at the feet
of Burgdorf's mountains.
Two days later in which I had reveled in the beauty of the Berner Oberland, I took, after ascending and d escending a mountain seven thou sand feet
high on foot on a beautiful evenin g,
when it had exceptionally no t r ained,
the steamer for tau tad. U pon inqui ry I found that I was about thre e m ile
from Stauz. One does not mind walk -
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ing in the Alps and,although I probably
had had a pleasure walk of nine hours,
I merrily undertook to walk to Stauz.
I was, upon arrival, soon located in one
bf their comfortable ''Gast hauses." In
the morning I went to find out what was
left here to tell of Pestalozzi. Stauz is
a smaller town than Burgdorf, with about
2ooo inhabitants, no railway communication and little general interest.
My
hostess shook her head upon my inquiry; it was soon clear to me that she had
no idea what I was asking for. I entered some of their shops, told them of
estalozzi, told them that he had been
a teacher, and was amused in one place
with the reply, they had not heard there
was such a teacher in town and they did
not know where he lived. If I wanted

to see Arnold Winkelried's house I had
only to follow the street to get there.
The patriotic Swiss had not forgotten
their hero, but that man of peace who
had done so much more, not only for
the Swiss but for all humanity, was here
entirely ignored by his fellow citizens.
I left Stauz, disappointed, surprised and
musing over fame and influence.
Pestalozzi's lot at Stauz is that of every teacher; hard, earnest, self-sacrificing toil, unappreciated by the multitude that receives the benefit of it, yet
his influence like that of Pestalozzi,
smaller though it may be, is living
eternally, giving man happiness from
within, and enabling him to climb the
Alps of moral and mental attainment.

THE TEACHER.

LANGUAGE LESSONS.
MANTlE

p

E.

ROPERLY, language work should
begin when the child is learning to
talk, and should be continued until the
pupil leaves school for work in the outside world. Since the teacher cannot
do this, she must content herself with doing all that she can to aid the child from
the time he presents himself at school
until he goes from her care.
Technical language lessons cannot
profitably be taught to very young pupils. But in many ways they may be
educated to correct forms of speech.
Conversations should be held upon sim-
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ple topics, object lessons given, pictures
shown, and games devised to interest
these young learners and stimulate them
to express thought. \Vhere very faulty
expressions are used, the teacher should
suggest a better way of saying the same
thing. No severe criticism should be
offered, nor should too much be required in the forms of expre ion. Children,
especially little ones, are extremely sensitive and will refuse to try to talk, if
corrected too often.
The u e of is, art, tl1is, tluse, lzas,
lta1•e, rc, can be taught; but no reasons
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should be given for the use of one word
rather than the other.
Children in the first and second reader may be required to write sentences
similar to these:
Harry and Tom are playing.
George is working.
The girl has a knife.
The girls have a book.
Tlzis apple is red.
Tluse apples are yellow.
T!tis girl and that boy carne to school.
Tlzese boys and those girls. went horne.
&c, &c.
Blanks may be given and the pupils
required to fill them out; thus,Marnie--a good girl.
Susie and Katie--singing.
--boys do nice work.
--boys--lazy.
--girl--tired.
--girl --busy.
&c, &c.
Technical language work may be given to third reader pupils. The children need no books. Lessons should be
given from the board.
Tlze teac!ter must ever remember that
t!ze result to be secured in language work
is t!ze correct expression of tllOuglzt in
writing and speaking.
The children's ears must be trained
to note correct forms in speech and
writings.
It is necessary, then, that the work
should be of as practical a nature as
possible. Many excellent books have
been prepared on language. Perhaps
the most helpful to the inexperienced
teacher are e Garmo' three little books
"Language ' ork," os. 1, 2, and 3,
Mary F. Hyde's "Practical Lessons in
the use of Engli h," Long' ''Language
Exerci e , '' (Teacher's edition) and
Raub's ''Lessons in English."
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To the teachers who work in ungraded schools, the following suggestions are
offered.
The lessons here considered are simply preliminary to primary grammar,
and are to be taught to third and fourth
reader pupils.
During a recitation in reading, the
teacher may call attention to some of
the names used in the lesson ; such as
boy, tree, &c. Tell the pupils that these
are called names, or name-w01·ds. Ask
them to write on their slates all the namewords they find in their next lesson. On
coming to recitation, let them give these
words as they have prepared them.
The teacher might write on the board
a list of words, some of which are namewords and some not, and ask the pupils
to point out the names.
They should also be asked to write
the names ofI. Five things in the school room.
2. Five things they wear.
3· Five things they saw before coming to school.
4· Five toys.
S· Five useful things at home.
6. Five boys' or girls' names.
When t.h e pupils have learned readily
to distinguish names, present action words. This may be done by giving a
sentence containing only a noun and a
verb ; as, "Boys play."
Parsing and analysis should be taught
at the same time, and the method is
something like this :
Teaclur. - "Boys play" is a sentence.
an you tell why?
The children, having been already
taught to recognize sentences in their
reading le sons, answer, "It i a sentence
becau e it tells a thought."
T. - Yes: that is true. "Boys" i
said to be the subject of the sentence,
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because it is that about which we are
thinking. "Play" is called the predicate of the sentence, because it tells
what the subject does.
Predicate is
rather a large word. Can you remember how to spell it and tell its meaning?
What else can you tell of the word
''boys"?
Pupils.-"Boys" is a name-word.
T.- "Play" is called an action-word,
because it tells what the boys do.
Numerous sentences containing only
a name-word and an action-word should
now be given. Have each sentence analyzed l5y telling, first, that it is a sentence; then, the subject; then, the
predicate. After that, parse by telling
the name-word and the action-word.
The form should be similar to this :
I. I. ''Dogs bark" is a sentence.
(\Vhy ?)
2. ''D.ogs" is the subject of the sentence.
(Why ?)
3. "Bark" is the predicate of the
sentence.
(vVhy ?)
II. 1. Dogs is a name-word. (Why ?)
2. Bark is an action-word. (Why?)
The parts analyzed may be enclosed
in quotation marks; the word parsed
may be underscored to distinguish the
analysis from the parsing.
In the first lessons use only verbs in
the active voice.
To vary these lessons, give a list of
name-words and have the pupils supply
suitable action-words, and then analyze
and parse the sentences they have thus
constructed.
Also give lists of action-words and
have suitable name-words supplied, and
the sentences disposed of in the same
manner.
Do not, at any time, use the words
noun and 'l'erb · always say 11ame-word
and actio11-word.

Have each lesson carefully written,
punctuated, capitalized, and spelled.
vVhen these steps have been thoroughly mastered introduce the adjective in
this way:
''Happy children sing."
Teacher.- What is this ?
Pupils.-It is a sentence.
T.-\Vhat is the subject of this sentence? They will look at the sentence
doubtfully and some will, perhaps, 3ay,
"Children is the subject"; the others
may say, "Happy children is the subject."
T ..:.._What is it we think about?
P.-"Happy children."
T.-Yes: then "Happy children" is
the subject. What is the predicate?
P.-"Sing" is the predicate.
T.-What is the name -word?
P.-"Children" is the name-word.
T.-What is the action-word?
P.-"Sing" is the action-word.
T.-What is the word ''happy"? None
of them can tell.
T.-What does the word happy do?
P.- It tells the kind of children.
T.- Yes : and such words as describe
or tell the kind are called describingwords. This word lwppy is called a
describing word because it tells the kind
of children. They are not cross children nor bad children, but happy children.
The form for disposing of such a sentence is this :
I. 1. "Happy children sing" is a sentence.
2. "Happy children" is the subject
of the sentence.
3· '' ing" is the predicate of the
sentence.
II. I. Happy is a describing-word and
belongs to ' children."
2. C!tildren is a name-word and is
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the subject of the action-word
''sing."
3· Sing is an action-word and tells
what the children do.
Give numerous sentences of this kind.
Then introduce the pointing-out-words
in a similar manner. ''Those happy
children sing," would be a good sentence with which to present the definitive adjective, those being a pointingout-word and belonging to "children."
Drill freely, until the pupils are familiar with the three parts of speech,
the name-word, action-word, and describing or pointing-out-word.
Also
teach the relation of each part to the
other j thus,I. 1. "Good boys work" is a sentence.
2. "Good boys" is the suujcct of
the sentence.
3· "Work" is the predicate of the
sentence.
II. 1. Good is a describing-word and
belongs to "boys".
2. Boys is the name-word and is tlte
subject of the action-word "work.''
3· Work is the action-word and tells
what the boys do.
Vary these lessons by giving sentences
containing name-words and actionwords, and let the pupils supply suitable
describing and pointing-out-words. Also, by giving sentences in which suitable name-words are to be supplied.
Next give the adverb.
"Little birds fly swiftly."
T.-What is this?
P.-lt is a sentence.
T.-What is the subject?
P.-"Little birds" is the subject.
T. - What is the predicate?
P.-(hesitatingly) ' 'Fly" is the predi·
cate.
T.-\Vhat do the little birds do?
P.-They fly swiftly.
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T.- Then, what is the predicate?
P.-"Fly swiftly" is the predicate.
T.- Yes. What is the word "fly"?
P.-"Fly" is an action-word.
T.-What is the word "swiftly"?
They will scarcely be able to tell.
Perhaps some one may say, "It is a
describing-word."
T.-What does it describe? They
cannot tell.
T.-What do describing-words describe?
P.-They describe name-words.
T.-Does "swiftly" describe birds?
P.-No, it tells how they fly.
T.-Words which describe or point
out action-words are called modifYing
words. That is another hard word.
Can you remember it?
Then have the entire sentence disposed of in a manner similar to the last
form given.
Other parts of speech may or may
n ot be taught. This is left to the discretion of the teacher. A thorough
knowledge of these and of their relation
to one another will be sufficient.
It is
desirable to have the pupils know the
principal points about a sentence, and
the presentation of these should be as
simple as possible,
Teach no more
than is absolutely necessary in order to
get them ready for primary grammar.
Be careful not to give any adverbs
modifying adjectives, as that is too
difficult for immature minds.
Numerous and varied oral and written exercises should be given to impress
thoroughly the principles here presented. Children should be taught to watch
their own language, to correct common
errors, and to a void vulgarisms.
At this early stage of the wo rk, no
examples of false syntax should be given. The pupils have not yet formed
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judgment sufficient to enable them to do
work of that kind.
All that can be expected of them yet,
is that they learn to use the words and
forms thus far taught in the language

work.
In connection with the work as here
given, composition work should be
taught; but suggestions on that will be
reserved for a separate article.

POWER.
W. C.

T

BELMAN.

HIS is an age of power. We find
power exerting itself on every hand.
We find men seeking for more power
in every avenue of life. Power in mechanics, power in politics,power everywhere.
Yet the te'acher goes on in. the old
fashioned way not seeking for power in
education. In arithmetic we teach solutions of problems by long forms and
short forms, we must reason out problems by cases and by rules, while the
power of seeing relations in numbers is
scarcely developed. Give the majority
of our children a problem in interest
and they must know the case before
they solve it. We spend too much time
this way. Our children have too much ·
machinery to go through for results obtained. If we want more power with a
given force, we must reduce the friction.
It is time that the great mass of teachers were learning that the end in view
in the school is, not to teach so much
reading this term, to solve so many
problems in arithmetic in a certain period of time, nor to commit to memory
so many facts of geography and history;
but that these things are and should be
used for the purpose of developing power in the mind of the child. It is not
enough for the child to be able to call
all the words in a selection to be read.
He must have acquired power, if in the

lower' grades, to determine new words
similar to those previously met, or if in
advanced grades, power to determine
thoughts of the author, and be able to
analyze and discuss intelligently the
thoughts expressed. It is not enough
for a pupil to stand and recite a number of facts in geography or history, but
he must have power to collect data and
from these data make generalizations
that will include the facts studied, and
from which, he can reasonably expect to
find new facts without having to rely on
text-books.
As in the mental world, so in the maral, we find teachers who thi:I?-k that unless they can transform a rude, unkind,
and disobedient boy into a gentle, loving
and obedient scholar with a few lessons
on morals, they are doing him no good
and that he must be referred to higher
authority for control.
Filled with the idea of giving out
knowledge by piecemeal, and seeing only facts learned as the result, they think
that morality and reformation of character can be accomplished in a short
time and in a similar way; yet this, like
the mental growth is a question of time
and development. If a teacher can see,
at the end of a considerable time, that
her treatment of the boy has given him
power to be some stronger on the side of
right, she may feel fully recompensed
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for her labor. A moral change is a
wonderful process and requires a wonderful amount of moral power, and that
teacher who can help the child to control himself, has given him something
worth far more than all other gifts that
a teacher can bestow.
It is not for to-day we educate, but
for the future. We should not, then, be
looking for results so soon. True, we
enjoy the bright thoughts returning from
pupil to teacher as evidence of progress,
but how much more enjoyable to wit-

ness the silent growth of that which will
sparkle more brightly in the future with
thoughts of its own.
Facts, to-day-power, to-morrowwhich? As the gardener is willing to
prune and cultivate and wait till time
shall bring the harvest, so should we as
teachers be not impatient for the fruit,
but prune and train the tender plants
entrusted to our care so that when we
reach the harvest time, we may gather
fruit that is strongwith mental and moral power to withstand life's battle.

PRACTICAL GEOGRAPHY.
E. G.

RAVENSTElt\ .

.J\. N intelligent teacher will find subjects for his purpose, where another,
less observant, will pass without thought.
I well remember how, on a rainy day,
some thirty years ago, I crossed the
parade ground at the back of the Horse
Guards. Numerous streamlets had dug
themselves channels in the gravelly soil,
all converging upon the ''sinks" which
had become choked, until the heavy
rain had converted them into as many
miniature lakes. There were bifurcations there, and streamlets flowing from
the same pool in opposite directions;
and more especially a most complicated
system of anastomoses, such as Dr.
Livingstone had just then reported to
exist on a large scale in the center of
outh Africa. This interested me, and,
sheltered by my umbrella, I stepped
from streamlet to streamlet, and sought
for the analogues of some of the features
described by the great African explorer. A passer-by, seeing me thus
occupied, asked whether I had lost
something. '' o," I said, ''on the con-

trary I have found something which
interests me." He looked askant at me,
and went his way. Thought-reading
had not then been discovered. Now,
opportunities for observation similar to
thi s, present themselves frequently and
everywhere. Each season conveys its
useful geographical lesson. The swollen
condition of the village stream, a change
of temperature, a fall of snow, a violent
storm, or a cloudless sky, form so many
opportunities which an intelligent teacher may grasp and upon which he may
base useful lessons.
Meteorological
phenomena direct attention to meteorological instruments, and even children
can be made to understand how they
work, how they are read, and how they
are recorded.
Attention should be drawn to the nat ure of the soil, and the pupils should
be taught to observe how soil, aspect,
and elevation influence vegetation. The
fauna of the country likewise deserves
some attention and the arrivals and departure of birds of passage should be no-
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ticed. There are historical associations
even in the smallest village, which can be
utilized, and when dealing with some
remarkable building the teacher of geography may even go out of his way in
order to say something about various
styles of architecture. The occupations
carried on in the town or village, marketdays, fairs, and harvest homes, should
be availed of to convey some useful
lessons in elementary political geography, such as the organization of society,
and the dependence of man upon the
resources furnished by Mother Earth ..
And from the earth the eyes may be
directed to the heavens. The children
will follow the sun in his path, watch
the phases of the moon, and note the
daily revolution of the starry firmament
around the celestial axis. These movements of the heavenly bodies will thus
·become realities to the children instead
of mere abstractions, learned by note
from books and diagrams, never really
understood, and no sooner learned than
they are forgotten.
Of course in all these matters the teacher must employ language intelligible to
his pupils. Let him on no account be
tempted into disquisitions on the problems of political economy or of politics.
Subjects which the children themselves

cannot verify by observation or experiment and which are beyond their understanding must be avoided.
This stage affords likewise the amplest opportunities for teaching children
how to read maps and how to make
them. I am supposing, as a matter of
course, that the school-room is provided with a large scale map of the surrounding country, as also with a model
on the same scale; but to begin with,
let the map of the village, the town and
the environs grow under the pupil's eye
on the blackboard. The pupils themselves will measure the distances by
counting their steps or by noting the
time; they will also be encouraged to
estimate distances and heights (a most
useful practice) and angles, and in
course of time they will thus learn how
to make a rough survey of a country,
how to map it, and how to model its
more striking surface features in clay
or sand. Having thus learned how to
read and prepare topographical maps,
on a scale sufficiently large to render
possible the identification of details,
the next step, that of reading maps on
a smaller scale, will be found exceedingly easy.Educatt"onal Reports of tlte Royal GeograpJtical Society.

THE "NATURAL" METHOD.

J.

T

E. RoE

HE mother uses the purely natural
method in teaching her child to
speak, and what is meant in teaching
circles by "natural" method is the nearest approach to this that a teacher can

SLER.

employ in a school-room. The applicability of the metho depends largely
upon circumstances among which are
the age of the pupil and the advancement he has already made in other
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branches. (Especially in language). Any
other method would be out of place in a
graded school where the child begins the
work in one of the lower grades. The
plan is to teach gradually new words
and sentences by actually speaking German (if that be the language taught),
in the recitation,andintroducethe paradigms only when it is necessary to explain some new feature in the work.
This is necessarily a slow process, and
has been universally adopted in graded
schools.
Another method is called the "scientific" method, which undertakes to teach
the grammar first and thus enable the
student to read and translate. The advocates of this method claim that it is
a waste of force and time to try to do
more than this in school ; that if a person, who has studied German a year or
· two, is thrown among Germans he will
easily and readily enough understand
them and make himself understood.
Several years ago there was much said
about the "natural" method and it became quite a "fad". Some teachers
would claim to teach German or French
by this method so that the pupil in six
or ten weeks should be able to converse
in that tongue! I have spoken German
with several who had taken such a
course and I found that they had committed a few words and expressions, and,
after a few questions, gave up because
they had no resources to draw upon.
There are, however, many good features about this method and one of the
results (and a great one) i the improvement in the modern language text-books.
There has been more improvement in
this department in the last five years than
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in the twenty-five years before, and a
teacher, instead of being hampered for
the want of proper reading matter, now
has an abundance of the best literat-l'lre,
annotated for students, to choose from.
·what seems to me the best plan for
teaching a modern language to an adult
is a compromise between the two extremes, "natural" and "scientific" methods. A grown person is not contented
with merely learning( committing)words
and sentences, nor is he willing to have
given to him the grammatical paradigms
and translation exercises alone; he rathter expects, and ought to have, an oral
drill on the application of the work, so
that he may be encouraged and stimulated by conversational exercises into
feeling that it can be made a livinglanguage to him who is willing to work and
think.
My experience and observation have
led me to conclude that the better a
student understands the principles of
grammar, the more of the ''scientific"
method does he, by nature of his questions, demand ; and he shows that he
is unwilling to learn or accept a single
expression without knowing at the same
time wlzy the forms and endings should
be as they are. He grasps the idea
quickly and seeks to master it by practice.
After all, a teacher must adopt his
work according to the capacity of his
pupils, and however much of the grammar he may introduce into the work,
the conversational exercises will alway ·
be welcomed by the student, and should
by all means be a part of every recitation.
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PENMANSHIP.
E. K.

IV.

IsAACS.

~

~

~

THE accompanying plate
indicates a line of practice which may be pursued
profitably throughout the entire capital alphabet. Noticing the first line, we have
first theA, but instead of making just one A, and then going to the next exercise, the
learner should fill eight or.
ten lines with the A, then
eight or ten lines with the
next exercise-A with the
oval after it-then the same
number of lines with the A
exercise.
Indeed, instead
of eight or ten lines, a whole
page might be filled with
each exercise.
The suggestions with reference to the A will answer
for each of the other letters
shown in this plate: or in
fact, for all the letters of the
alphabet.
The learner should remember that energy must ever characterize his efforts if
good results are to be realized.
Let him invent other exercises. Thus in the second
line of the accompanying
plate, it will be noticed that
the small l e~ercise is attached to the B. Let this suggest that each of the twentysix small letters may be thus
utilized in an exercise of the
B/ and not only after the B,
but after each of the twentysix capitals. Thus, if one
page be filled with each ex-
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ercise here suggested, the learner can
easily see that he need not run short of
''something to practice."
And here it might be said that failure
to give a reasonable amount of time and
well-directed and systematic effort to
this branch of education is the causethe only cause-of poor penmanship.
Again, a large variety of exercises
may be made up from the small letters.
Thus, small a-exercise, b- exercise, and
so on throughout the alphabet. The
most practical exercise from each letter
is the continual repetition of the simple
letters, thus a-exercise, aaaaa, b-exercise, bbbbbbb, etc.
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Again, each of the small letters may
be taken alternately with each of the
other small letters, thus, using a as the
initial letter or leader, we have, abctfflab,
acacacac, adadadad, and so on through
the alphabet. Next, taking b as the
le<!-der, we have babababa, bcbcbcbc,
bdbdbd, etc.
This concludes this series of articles.
These lessons were designed to be suggestive, rather than exhaustive, but if
the suggestions made have so affected
the learner as to ca,use him to exhaust
himself in practicing penmanship, well
and good, let them be called exhaustive.

THE STUDY OF BOTANY.
MARY

A.

EGINNERS are led to become acquainted with the study of botany
by commencing with some flower whose
season of blossoming lasts for several
weeks, thus affording·them sufficient time
to give it careful attention. As the different parts are noticed and named, corresponding parts must be found in other
flowers. Such practice allows a continual repetition of botanical terms properly applied, so that clearness, definiteness and certainty are gained.
Like parts . in the different kinds of
flowers are to be compared. This demands careful attention, and is often a
means to awaken many dormant ideas.
It gives pupils greater power to discriminate. An intelligent use of the terms
employed in the earliest lesson is knowledge acquired for advanced work.
The pansy i a well-known flower, and
one that is easily procured in many lo calities. Its season for blossoms is prolonged.

B

SPEAR.

Each pupil should have a specimen
that he may by observation be able to
answer the questions asked by the teach er.
What is that which holds the flower?
Flower-stem. Flower-stalk. Peduncle.
What is the color of the peduncle?
Show the peduncles of some other
flowers.
What do you find on the top of the
peduncle?
These are the sepals. How many?
·what do the sepals look like?
Is a sepal of the same shape as a leaf
on the plant?
Is it the of same color as a leaf ?
Are all the sepals on the pansyblossom of the same ·ize?
To what are the sepals fastened?
What part of the sepal is fastened to
the peduncle?
Carefully remove the sepals. Are
they fastened to one another?
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Find the sepals on this wild rose.
How many?
Find the sepals on a buttercup and
telJ the number.
Find and tell the number of sepals on
a geranium flower. On a sweet-pea.
Notice the number, color, sbape and
thickness of the sepals of a buttercup
and a pansy. Tell how they are alike.
How they are unlike.
Compare in a similar manner the
sep-als of a sweet-pea to those of a geranium.
Take the sepals off a pink and make
a drawing of eac}:l of them.
Arrange in a circle the separated sepals of a rose. Ylake a drawing of these.
(If the pupils have boxes of watercolors let these be used to represent
the sepals. Pupils who are able to write~
may, in addition to the oral lesson,
have a written exercise containing facts
which they have gained.)
Home Work.

Find two flowers that have five sepals. Look for flowers that have more
than five sepals. Look for those that
have less than five sepals. Look for
sepals which are not green, but of some
other color. If possible, bring flowers
to the next class recitation to show what
discoveries you have made.
The next lesson is a review of previous work followed by an examination
of petals.
Having taken off the sepals or outside part of the flower, what is next?
These colored parts which look like
leaves are called petals.
How many petals has the pansy?
What color or colors are they?
Describe any markings on the pansy
petals.
Are all the petals alike?

Are any two petals on one flower
alike in size, shape or color?
On a slate or paper make a drawing
of one of the pansy petals, while the
teacher makes a drawing on the blackboard.
Across the broad part of the drawing
write the word limb. At the narrow
part write claw.
On one of the petals taken from your
flower show the limb. Show the claw
of the pet:ll.
Show that petal of your flower which
has the broadest limb.
Show that petal which has the longest
claw.
Find a petal having a spur, or a claw
with a tube. How many petals like this
can you find in one flower?
In what part of the flower do you find
it?
Look at the two side petals. How
are they alike?
How do they differ from the other
petals in the same flower?
How many petals has a buttercup?
Show the limb and the claw of a buttercup petal.
Make a drawing of the separated petals of a buttercup.
Look at a single pink,-a flower having only one row of petals. How many
petals has it?
Show the limb and claw of one of the
petals of the pink.
How does the petal of a pink differ
from the petal of a pansy?
Write what you know about petals.
Compare the sepals of a pansy with its
petals.
Find two flowers having white petals.
Find two having blue petals. Find two
having yellow petals. Find two that
have more than five petals. Find two
that have less than five petals.

THE TEACHER.
The study of the pansy is continued
by having a review on peduncles, sepals
and petals. When the sepals and petals
have been removed, the stamens and
pistil remain on the flower stalk or peduncle.
Take off the stamens and count them.
How many?
Tell about their color.
How many parts can you see?
The top of the stamen i the anther,
the other part is called the filament.
Look for stamens in other flowers.
How many do you find in the lily?
How many in the pink?
You need not count the stamens in
the wild rose, but say that there are a
great many.
Pass your fingers lightly over the anthers or tops of the stamens in the lily.
What comes off?
This dust is pollen.
Of what color is the pollen in a pansy?
Make a drawing of the separated stamens in the pansy.
Draw or paint the stamens from a
lily. From a pink. Make a drawing
of a few stamens from a wild rose.
Write about the stamens in a lily and
those in a pansy.
Write about the stamens in a pansy
and about those in a rose.
Find two flowers having five stamens
each. Two which have more than five
stamens. Find two having stamens with

long filaments; and two having stamens
with short filaments. Find two having
long anthers on their filaments. Two
which have round anthers. Look for
flowers having yellow pollen; look also
for pollen of some other color.
The concluding lesson leads the pupil to notice the central part of the
flower within the stamens. This is the
pistil. The teacher makes a drawing of
the pistil of the pansy. This is made
on the blackboard that all may see it.
\iVrite the name ovary at the lower part;
style next above; stigma at the top.
Having taken the stamens from the blos som of the pansy, the pistil remains on
the peduncle.
·Hold the pistil so as to point to the
stigma.
Show the ovary.
Find pistils in other flowers. Point
to their parts and name them.
Take an old blossom on which the
petals are withered. Notice its ovary
and compare it with the ovary of a fre sh
flower. What of its size?
Open the ovary of the old flower.
What is within?
Write about the pistil of the fresh
flower and about that of the faded flower.
Observe pistils after the petals of
flowers have fallen.
Try to find out
their uses.
-New Eng. J ournal of Education.

THE SHIBBOLETH OF THE PRACTICAL.
E.

S

McCULLEY.

O urgent seems the demand for the
practical in every avenue of a teacher's life, that many confine their arithmetical teaching to those rules pertain-

ing to every day matters only. Answers
are measured off. by the yard, weighed
by the pound, sold by the d zen, et .
The pupil's exercises are made to con-

TilE TEACIIE.R.
sist of visible quantities and he is even
taught to express contempt for those
principles that lie beneath the surface
of .every day school work.
The natural result of such training is
that we have a generation of youth very
quick in computation, if the questions
presented are simple and usual; but
when anything unusual is presented they
are utterly helpless.
Ask for the product of 345 and 268
and almost instantaneously the following stands on the board:

345
268
2760
2070
6go
92,460
Yet, if you write the partial products
as below, not one-third of the class can
justify the positions in order.
345
268
40
32
24
30
24
r8 .
IO

8

6

92,460
Try the single product plan and notice how very few will follo·w you understandingly.
345
268
92,460
The same principle is present in each
operation. If the student really understands either of the other when pre ented, he will understand this.
Many

teachers fail to emphasize that units by
units give units; tens by units and units
by tens give tens; hundreds by units,
tens by tens, and units by hundreds
give hundreds, etc. If the formation
of orders is then understood no trouble can arise about the different multiplications.
In the subject of factoring, the pupil
is permitted to secure every result by a
series of irregular trials, instead of taking the prime factors, 2, 3, 5, 7, etc,in
order. Sometimes he tries to factor a
prime number, 193 fdr instance. It
should be noted that, as the trial divisors (2, 3, 5, 7, II, 13, q, etc.) grow
larger and larger, the quotients (96+,
64+,38+,27+, q+, 14+, ro+, etc.)
grow smaller and smaller. Just how
far to conduct the process of trial can
soon be determined by the inspection of
the example.
A little farther along, the student may'
notice that the product of the prime
factors common to two quantities is
their G. C. D. He should then be induced to notice that the product of the
remaining prime factors is the L. C. .M.
of the two numbers. Putting these two
thoughts together he may readily see
that the product of the G. C. D. and
L. C. M. if any two numbers is equal
to the product of these numbers.
Example: G. C. D. of 18 and 30 is 6
L. C. M. of 18 and 30 is go
. ·. 6 X go=54o= 18 X 30.
The theory of the divisibility of numbers also affords the true teacher an opportunity of awakeningdormant mental
life. Nearly all common arithmetics
show when a number i divi ible by 2,
3, 4, 5, etc. Any live teacher can readi ly determine te t for number not given.
even, for in tance, i a divi or
of every number in which the difference

1WE TEACHER. ·
of its even and odd periods is divisible
by 7, as 27,I56,ror.
27+ror=r28.
I56-r28=28, of which 7 is a divisor.
To illustrate the nature of this,notice
that the given number equals 27,027,
ooo+ror, ror+28,ooo. The first two
are multiples of r,oor of which 7 is a
divisor while the third is readily seen to
be a multiple of the difference alluded to
above. The true investigator will apply to I3, I I, and 14, and may in time

develop tests for other numbers.
If a comprehensive mental grasp is
desired the pursuance of the line of investigation, hinted at above, will prove
interesting and profitable.
Let the teachers take a stand for mental development rather than seek refuge behind the cry for the ''practical"
which in nine cases out of ten is the delusive cry of some one thoroughly incompetent.

SOME LESSONS IN DRA\VING.
G.

w.

IV.

FERGUSON.

FEW' ideas were advanced in our
last lesson on drawing the construction lines of different figuresj and in
this lesson we will endeavor to carry the
subject a little further.
If I wish to draw the outlines of a
tin cup, I first construct a square
or oblong figure to correspond with
that particular vessel, and a curved line
for the handle, as shown in No. I, Fig.
8. This does not represent the cup as
it would appear from any particular

A

point of view, but represents the projection
of it on a plane surface.
\\ e may use
these as the central
··- .......•·
lines on which to build
our figure.
Fig. 8.
In representing a bucket, first, draw
a vertical line, thi we will call the line
of symmetry, and draw horizontal lines
through its extremities and make them
equal in length to the width of the top
and bottom of the bucket, and half on
either side of the line of symmetry.
Connect the ends of the horizontals with
straight lines and we have the construe-

urn

tion lines of the bucket. Now to make
ourselves more clearly understood, we
will carry the sketch a little further as
shown in No. 2, Fig. 8. We are not
ready to make finished drawings just yet.
The pupil should now draw the construction lines of a cone, cylinder and pyramid, also shovel, bell, and household
utensils &c., judging for himself where
to place the help lines.
A few words as to the reversed curve
before we proceed to draw the vase
forms: \Vhen a continuous curved line
reverses its curvature and bends in an
opposite direction, a curve is produced
which is called a reversed curve. There
are numberless varieties of this curve,
and generally the curve must be drawn
with the free hand.
It is called the line of beauty.
The revered curve i very extensi vely
employed in practical design. \\rhen
the u e for which an object is intended
permits an esthetic treatment of its form,
then the reversed curve i quite ce rtain
to be called info requisition to make
that form beautiful. It i a curve su ceptible of almost infinite variation s.

7'HE TEACHER.
Draw one half of the vase,as shown in
No. 3, and finish the other half free hand
by first extending the horizontal lines
as far to the left of the line of symmetry as they now extend to the right of it.
Connect the ends of the upper and lower horizontals with straight lines and
finish as No. 4·
The pupil should always bear in mind
the importance of sketching these figures with light lines and when he has
done his very best, but not until then,
should he allow himself the privilege of
emphasizing the lines. He should also
use the utmost care and the best judgment he can call forth, and even then
he will make many mistakes at first.
But let him be patient for after the
muscles and nerves of the eye, as well as
the muscles of the arm and hand, have
been sufficiently cultivated he can readily detect the slightest defect in his
drawings. We know full well that good
grain sown on the best of soil will not
bring forth an abundance of new grain
in a day. All the acquirements that
are worth anything to humanity come
gradually, so a little careful practice
each day for a few weeks will enable the
Fig. 9·
faithful pupil to acqui~e a fair knowlThe straight edge may be used in or- edge of linear drawing and sketching
der to obtain the construction lines. from nature.

We can use circular curves, curves oval
in form, and elliptical curves or combinations of these, in the same figure.
praw a vertical line and bisect it and
draw a semicircle to the right of the upper half of the line, which serves as the
diameter of the semicircle. This is to be
repeated on the lower half, but on the
other side of the line. See No. r, Fig. 8.
We can make this exercise still easier,
and probably get it more exact, by bisecting the diameters and drawing the
radius, which must form a rightangle with
the diameter in this case, then we will
have three points through which to draw
the line. No. 2 gives the elliptical curves
and in No. 3 a part of the oval has been
used.
The pupil should practice this exercise until some degree of accuracy has
been attained then take up the vase
forms in the following manner.

SIGMA PI MATHEMATICAL A S S OCIA TION.

THE

programs for the ensuing month
are the last four that were assigned in the June number.

square root be added, and the square root of the
sum be taken , and again the square root be subtracted from the number, and the square root of
this remainder be taken, the difference between
the results is one and one half times the square
root of the quotient of the number divided by
the number, plus the square root.
What is the
number?
LUCY G.
17. Five persons, A, B, C, D, and E, played
at cards; after A had won Yz of B's money, B 1:3
of C's, C 1.:( of D's, and D ~ of E's, they each
had $7. so. How much had each at first ?
. Id.

18. A vintner drew a certain quantity of wine
out of a full vessel that held 2S6 gallons ; then
filled the vessel with water and drew off the same
number of gallons as before, and so on for four
draughts, when there were only 81 gallons of
pure \\ine left. How much wine did he draw
each time?
Id.
19. A's wages for 2 days, B's for 3 days and
C's for S days amount to $26.so; or A's for 1
day, B's for 2 days and C's for 4 days amount
tu $19; or A's for S days, B's for 4 days and C's
for 2 days amount to $26. Find daily wages of
each.
Let x = A's daily wages.
andy = B's "
"
" z = C's
r. 2x + 3Y+ Sz = 26.Yz
2. x+ 2Y + 4z= l9
3· sx + 4Y + 2Z= 26
4· sx + IOY + 20Z= 9S
S· (4 - 3). 6y + 18z= 69
6. Y+ 3Z= II Yz
7· x+ 2y + 4z= 19
8. Iox + 89 + 4z= S2
9· (8- 7). 9x + 6y = 33
10. 3X + 2y= ll
II. (6 + 10). 3X + 34+ 3z
22.Yz
I2. x + y+ z= 7Yz
I3. (2 + I2). 2x-+3y +- sz - 26.Yz
Which how that the values are indeterminate.
\ hy is this, and is there no other way . of determining that there are but two independent
equations and three unknown quanti tie ·?
R. B. DANIET,S .

I.

2.

WER

X

x 2+ 2xy + y2 = 2x 2-4xy + 2y 2.
x 2 -2xy + y2 = 4xy.
x- y= 2Vxy.
x-x + v + y
x+ x-y + y.
X

6.

16. There is a certain number to which if its

AN

4·

S·

QUERIES.

10 .

3·

7·
8.

9· 2y =2x~.
10. x= v'Y.

V~x =x + x VZ

I I.

I2. - V x(x-I )= 2x.
13. X-I = 2l/ ;.14. x 2-2x + I = 4x.
I S. X= 3±V9-1 = 3 ± 2V2.'
16. y= x 2 = I7 ± I2 ,/2.
]. C. MCGHEE.
14. For convenience let us call the given
circle A; the two circles in crib d on the diam eter B, and the circle tangent to them C.
Let R = radius of circle A.
then~= ''
B.
Let X=
"
C.
Join the point common to circles n with the
center of C, and let y = distance from this com
mon point to the cin:)-lmference of circle C. Join
the center of B to center of C. Then we have
a right triangle in which,I.

(~ + x)~=(~)2 + (x + y)2

Jso zx + y=R
3· y=R-2x
Substituting this value of y in first
2.

(~ + x)2=(~)2+(R-x)2

Developing and reducing
X=~

Substituting in this formula
203-72
Diameter of circle C = - - - =67·9 rds.
3
E. 0' RIORDAN.

15. The solution is correct.

The peculiarity
is in the equations from 4 to 7·
As equation S is factored each of the term of
the right member is exactly equal to one term of
the left member and therefore when the quare
rout of each term is extracted separately the
equality i retained. Although it works well in
this case it is not a safe plan to follow ; a· in
most cases to factor in this way would be extremely difficult.
The thirteenth equation is wrong; it should be
x2-zxy y 2= I, in tead of x2 2xy y2 ~ J.
MARTI

SIMI'SO .

:olution for No. 10 wa al o sen t in by 1artin
imp on and for the 14th by E. J. Fermier and
J. D. rench.

THE EDITOR.

The foundation of the new college
We trust that the excellence of this
number of THE STUDENT will, in some building is being laid and the work will
measure at least, compensate for its now be pushed forward as rapidly as
tardy appearance. The delay is through possible.
no fault of the publisher but was caused
* * unmistakable
*
There are various
eviby the necessary removal of our printdences
that
the
school
year is drawing
ing establishment to make room for Mr.
to a close. The members of at least
Perrine's new building.
one class have elected their valedictori**
an and commencement and anniversary
* of
Send for a copy
our Premium List. honors are being conferred.
We shall make a great effort during the
***
summer and fall to double our subscripLAKE CHAUTAUQUA.
The Queen of Summer Resorts.
tion list, and are paying agents very
At a lake of cool crystal water, locatliberally. More generous offers were
never made.
ed among the beautiful highlands of the
Empire tate, over one hundred and fifty
**
* Excursion.
thousand people seek each summer seaToronto
The Nickel Plate will sell excursion son the delightful rest always found in
that wholesome atmosphere. Chautautickets to Toronto Ont. from July 6th to
qua: the famous resort. located between
I 5th inclusive at special rate on account
fourteen and fifteen hundred feet above
of The National Educational A ocithe ocean, whose facilities for boating,
ation. For full information, call upon
fishing and bathing are unsurpassed and
or write neare t Nickel Plate Agent.
combine these pastimes, with the ad* *
vantages made possible through the edu*
Don't Fail to Improve
cational and religious organizations,
the opportunity offered by the Nickel which make Chautauqua Lake their sumPlate to all who wi sh to visit Toront o mer headquarters i it urprising that
Ont. or vicinity. Ticket will be on each season, thou ands frequent its
sale via that Line, at special rate , from shores?
\ ith hotel accommodation capable
July 6th to 15th. Full information givof delighting the ta te of the most fasen by Agents.
tidious and boarding hou es where fam**
ilie may secure c mmodious room and
*
CH OL A D CITY.
excellent service at rea onable rate ,
\Vorkmen are busily engaged making should it be wondered at that people
the necessary excavation . for B. F. Per- flock from the moke du t and heat of
rine' new busine s building, cor. ol- our .cities to enjoy the plea ure and
lege ve. and Locu t t. It will occu - benefits obtainable on the shore of thi
py the site of his old printing office and Lake of prin
will be a beautiful tructur
f 3 torie
Touri t
electin the
ickel Plate
and a basement.
Route to thi
ueen of ummer Re ort ,
will find accommodations de irable in
*

*

*
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every appointment. Excellent connection is made for Chautauqua Lake, at
Brocton Junction,N. Y.,and from Mayville, N. Y.,any point on the lake may be
reached via boat or rail. Passengers
holding tickets via the Nickel Plate to
Niagara Falls, may secure stop-over at
Chautauqua free of charge.
Be sure your tickets read via the
Nickel Plate.
THE SocrETIE
The Crescent.

The following are the officers for the
present term : Pres., C. C. Rogers ;
Vice Pres., Joseph Conroy; Rec. Secy.,
Laura \V ear; Cor. Secy., Rosa Lahman;
Treasurer, J. C. McGhee; Critics, J.
J. Bradley and Emilie Gloe; Choristers,
Vesta Meader and C. M. Holt; Marshalls, A. D. Bittner and Albert Drew.

Vv. B. Roleson, a Crescent of last
year, will, in the fall, go west to engage
in surveying.
Walter Evans has returned from Ill.,
where he has been teaching, and announces that he is ready for Crescent
work.
C. C. ·w illiamson is teaching in Neb.
The Star.

Owing to the entertainment given by
the "H Trio," in the interest of the
lumni ssocJatwn, at. evening June
20, the society held no meeting on that
evening.
F. F. Phillips, \ . R. Blackwelder, F.
P. Manley, Fred troup and\\'. H. Bittner, all brilliant tar · are spending their
snmmer vacation at the ormal.
Ex-Pre ident F. J. Heller, a law grad uate of thi year, and ~fi Flo. Pence
of the ·l \lusic cla of '9o, were married
\ edne day e\·ening June, 3·
J. P.
Mullin and Mi s Lottie
orville, both

JJI

Classics of 'go, were also recently married at the bride's home in Chillicothe,
Mo. Their many society friends unite
in wishing all these young people success and happiness.
AMONG THE MAGAZINES.
The 4th number of THE Mo. TST is on
our table and we wonde'r how many people in the vicinity of Chicago know that
a journal of such a high character is
being published in our midst. 'The principal articles in the present number are
Psyclzology of Conception by James Sully,
a lecture on TJzoug!zt and Language by
Prof. Max Muller, T!ze Principle of Welfare by Prof. Harald Hoffding, and a
discussion of the same by the editor, Dr.
Carus. Michael Schwab sends from
the Joliet Penitentiary a rather pointless
reply to Prof. Lombroso's article published in the pril no.
2. oo a year.
Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago.
Many of the July magazine contain
an unusual amount of fiction but it is
generally fresh, bright and attractive.
ojourners at the seaside, and loungers at the various watering places, usually devour light literaturewith avidity,
and will welcome with pleasure the urrent NEw E , GLAND MAGAZINE which is
an exceptionally light and popular num ber. In A Brief for Continental Unit]',
1r. Harte, whose arti les in the Forum
on Canadian politics have created so
much discussion, declares that the whole
trend of public opinion in the Dominion
i in favor of free tra le with the United
tates, and that the victory of the onservatives in the recent I ominion elections was due to the personal popularity of ir John 'lac Donald. He think
that the 'anadians are tired of the '1\>ry
government ancl of the monar hi al
idea altogether, and that the openin g of
the dawning entury will ee the stars and
tripes flying over seven new great state
and the nitecl 'tates will extend to the
Hud on' Bay. , 3.oo a year.
ew
England Iagazine, Bo ·t n.
.t:

athaniel

outhgate

haler contrib -

JJ2

THE EDITOR.

utes a sensible paper to the July ATon College Examinations. Prof.
Shaler ably discusses many of the advantages and disadvantages of our
American system, and contrasts it with
that of England where the instructor is
relieved from examining his own classes, it being done by an examining board
who have nothing to do with the teaching. There is at least one vital weakness
in both systems that Prof. Shaler fails
to remark. It is the universal, we believe, unfairness resulting from the
practice of giving a candidate credit for
all that he does correctly, and deducting nothing for his errors no matter how
much ignorance they may betray. Philosophically as well as mathematically
there should be a system of demerits as
well as credits,-negative marks as well
as positive ones. Suppose that out of
a set of Io questions one student solves
6 correctly and leaves the remaining 4
unanswered, while another student solves
6 correctly and attempts the remaining
4, but, by the work returned, betrays a
perfect ignorance or misconception of
the principles involved ; our present
system would grade the two applicants
alike, while certainly the blunders of
the second one should not pass unnoticed.
It seems that, on the whole, the inaccuracies and unfairness of our school
examinations, not to speak of the strained and unnatural relations they create
,between pupil and teacher, more than
overbalance the good derived from them.
The number also contains two inte resting papers on Rome, and in Tlze St01'J'
of a Lon er Inheritance, \iVilliam M.Davis
explains the origin of cyclones.
There are the usual number of stories
and poems all of a high order. $4. oo
a year. Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
Boston.

German Emperor while in London. Another valuable paper is that of Gen.
Francis A. Walker on Tlze N egro's D estiny.
"Hasty generalizations concerning the
future numerical strength of the negro
in this country, based on his proportionate high birth rate, and the misleading
reports of the census of I87o, have done
more than anything else to render the
negro problem a question for political
manipulation.
Only two years ago
the presiding officer of a political convention stated that at no distant future
the colored population would reach fifty
millions. Statements such as this are
regarded with different degrees of satisfaction, and if true the negro would
himself soon overrun this continent.
The crudity of statements such as
this, which can be used so disastrously
for political purposes,is shown by Gen.
Walker in his article, sketching the future of the negro, based on statistics
which run back to the abolition of the
slave trade. He shows that the negro
in I 790 was one-fifth the population;
in I 84o, but one-sixth ; in r 86o, oneseventh ; in I89o, less than one-eighth.
Industrial reasons and natural tendencies are draining him off toward the low
lands of the Gulf of Mexico, and there
his greatest rate of increase will be felt,
which in the nature of things will be
constantly decreasing in its relation to
the total population.
Facts such as these indicate that the
negro problem will become less and less
rather than more and more a poli tical
problem, and that the soluti on may
reasonably be left to the operation of
physiological and economic laws."
The number also contains an article
on Uni1.1ersity E x tension which will repay perusal.
s.oo a year. The For u m Pub. Co., New York.

The F o RUM for July contains several
notable articles, the chief of which is
the story of the downfall of Bismarck,
by Dr. Geffcken.
An order for an extra number of copies has been received from England,
and a copy is to be presented to the

TH E CE TU RY for July prints a hitherto unpubli shed addre s on Abraham
Lincoln, written by Horace Greely in
I868.
A valuable ad d ition to the literature
of pop ular a tro nomy i A Lunar L andscape by Prof. Holden of Lick Observ -

LA TIC
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atory. The article is finely illustrated
by pictures from negatives taken at the
observatory. Mrs. Murphy contributes
a thrilling account of her experience as
a girl in making the trip Across tlze
Plains in tlze D onner Party in I 846,
and the number contains a valuable paper on the City of Paris. $4. oo a year.
The Century Co., New York.

Rives-Chanler.
$2.40 a year.
Cosmopolitan, N. Y.

333
The

THE RouND TABLE, is the title of a
charming little magazine, published and
edited by women, which comes to our
desk every month from Dallas, Texas.
The June number now before us shows
a marked improyement over the preceding issues and is a beautiful number.
$2 .oo a year.
The Round Table
WIDE AwAKE for June is unusually
good, and will be enjoyed by old as well Dallas, Texas.
as young. Two of the articles, T!tis
If it is true that "not one American
way went t!te Lady Mary to Paradise,
and Th e Pursuit of Happiness, the latter in a hundred knows how to take a vaa "Stocktonian" sketch, are themselves cation" the July number of The LADIES'
worth a year's subscription. The stand- HoME J ouR AL has a distinct educationard maintained by the editors of thi s al value, for it quite overflows with good
juvenile is high and the current number counsel for summerings. Other attractive features are Mrs. Henry Ward
is rather in advance of the standard.
Beecher's Birds in the Hom e, the sketch
$2 .40 a year. D. Lothrop Co.
and portrait of Mrs. Joel Chan ller Harri s, and some excellent fiction. Better
THE CosMOPOLITA presents a delightsummer reading would be hard to find.
fully fresh and seasonable table of con$ r. oo a year. Curtis Pub. Co., Phila.
tents this month. In Submarine Boats
for Coast D efense, Lieut. Vv. S. Hughes
Among the contributors to the Ho 1E
gives a gooct account of the attempts of
MAKER
for June are F. Marion
raw the inventors of the world to produce a
practical submarine boat.
He t 1111s ford, Elaine Goodale, Carlotta P rry,
sums up the results that have been at- Dr. E•nma Ryder, gnes L. Mit hell,
l\Ltria Kt: nnedy, Ellen T,egracle, Virgintained:
I.
Submarine boats have heen built which, ia Clo •HI,and Helen Hyde. Indian girls
for a considerable distance could n 1int tin a peed in India'' Sr!too!s is the opening paper
of I I knots per hour.
anct is well written and illustrated.
2.
The problem of supplying air to the crew Boatin~r for Wom en is timely, and Tlze
of submarine vessels has been solved.
3· Boats have been built which can be c::~used Little Wives of India is very pleasant
to descend or ascend to the surface at the pleas- reading.
ure of the helmsman.
The number is dainty and pure, and
4· The question of lighting the interior of all that it name suggests. $2. oo a year.
submarine boats has been settled by the electric
Home-Maker Co., New York.
incandescent lamp.
5· Apparatus bas been designed by means of
which the helmsman, while the boat is submerged, can see what is going on above the surface of
the surrounding water.
6. Electricity has furnished an almost fault le s motive power for ubmarine boats.

The history of the 'Voman's Christian
T emperance Union is given by C. C.
'Vaddle, and James 7. 'Vilson in T wo
Modern Kniglzts Errant presents well
written sketche of the live of 'Villiam
B. u hing and eo. A.
u ter. The
number is beautifully illu trated. TH E
o. i\1 POLITA.' an noun e the fir t hap ters for • ugu t of a new story by 1r .

The July number of PETER. ON begins
volume Ioo and shows many evidences
of the improvements that have been
made in this magazine during the pr sent year; the illustrations are unu sually
good.
There are two illu trated arti le and
an illustrated story and poem admirably
done. The number is filled with ex ellent torie an l ket he ·. A 11 Outcast of
t!ze Plains ,and Here and T!t en z'n 7ozizerland, are e pe ially readabl e. • 2.oo
a year. l eterson's Magazine, Phila.
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MAY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
Co nucTED BY 0. P. McAuLEY.
READING.
"These are thy glorious works, Parent of good,
Almighty ! Thine this universal frame,
Thus wondrous fair ; thyself how wondrous then,
Unspeakable ! who sitt'st above these heavens,
To us invisible, or dimly seen
In these thy lowest works ; yet these declare
Thy goodness beyond thought,and power divine."
-From Milton's Morning Hymn.
1. Ask five suitable questions calculated to bring
out the meaning of the above extract.
5 points, IO each.
2. Write a brief biography of Milton and name
his most important works.
Mark from I to 50.

2.
3·
4·
5·

6.

ANSWERS.
1.

2.
3·
4·
5·

II.

What is meant by "this universal frame "?
Express the meaning of the second and third
lines in your own language.
What is meant by seeing God dimly through
these, his lowest works?
To what does he have reference when he
speaks of God's "lowest works"?
Express the meaning of the last two lines in
your own language.
Milton was born in Broad Street, Cheapside,
on Friday, December 9, I6o8, in a house
known as "The Spread Eagle." Milton was
carefully nurtured and educated.
He was
first placed under the care of a private tutor, and at the age of twelve was sent to
't. Paul's School, London, and afterwards
to Christ's College, Cambridge. After leaving college he went to his father's home and
remained there five years, reading the Greek
and Latin poets.
In I643 he married Mary, the daughter of
Richard Powell. The union did not at first
prove happy and they parted. A reconciliation which was both genuine and perrnanent was effected. She died in 1652 leaving
him three daughters.
nceasi ng study had
affected his eyesight and about 1654 he became totally blind.
He died on unday,
ov. 8, 1674· Ilis principal work are raradi e Lost, Paradise R egai ned,
amson
Agonistes and omu .

RITH 1ETIC.
(Answer any six.)
I. Explain the notation of decimal fractions, and

7.

show how the value of a decimal is affected
by moving the decimal point two places to
the right or left.
Explain the necessity of the cipher in the
Arabic notation.
Extract the square root of 3 X 2 I X 36X S 1 X 48
II9
What is the cube root of x6 X 27 X 8 X I25 X 4?
What arithmetical operation bears a similar
relation to subtraction that multiplication
does to addition ? . Give an illustration of
your answer.
Prove that a common factor of two numbers
is a factor of thei·r sum. Find by this principle the greatest common factor of 531 and
369.
Show that multiplying both the numerator
and denominator of a fraction by the same
number does not alter the value of the frac tion.
ANSWERS.

1.

a. In writing decimal fractions the number of
parts into which the unit is divided is ten or
some power of ten and is indicated by the
position of the point. The first place to the
right of the point is tenths, the second, hundredths, and so on, decreasing in value in a
tenfold ratio. Write the number of parts to
be expressed and prefix the point, with ciphers if necessary, so that the right hand
figure may stand in the order required.
b. Removing the point two places to the
right multiplies by one hundred, and two
places to the left divides by one hundred.
As .oos; .s; .oooos .

2. The cipher denotes the absence of value in an
order and assists in sho·wing the order of
the digits with which it is associated. As,
500. Here it shows that the orders of tens
and units are vacant but designate the order which 5 occupie .

3·
4·

::....:..._..:..___:_:..::cx_I..:...9...:..=...:....:.._..:..__

-t I6 X 27 X 8 X 125 =

= l (3 X 3H36H3 X 48).
=3 X 6 X 12=216.
3

1 (4 X 16){27)( )(rzS)=

4 X 3 X 2X 5=I2o.

S· (a) Division.
5 X 4= 20 or 4 + 4+ 4 + 4 + 4 - o. That is,
multiplicati on i a proces of addition when
the numbers to be added are equal. They
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are both synthetic operations.
or 20-4-4-4-4-4= 0
That is, division is a process of continued
subtraction when the numbers to be subtracted are equal. Both operations are analytic.
6. 5 is the G. C. D. of 45 and 75
4S = nine 5's
7S= fifteen s's
Equals added to equals gives equals,
. ·. 120= twenty-four s's
120 contains twenty·four fives therefore is a
divisor of 120.
20~4 = 5
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5· What is an adverbial clause? Whv so called?
Write five sentences each containing an adverbial clause, express ing a different adverbial idea from the others.
6. What is the difference between a complex and
a compound sentence?
7. Classify and give the use of each partici pie in
the following: a. We stood watching the
game of ball. b. Water, continually dropping, will wear away stone .
8. Parse the pronouns in the foll owing sentence:
·who will go? asked the man whom we saw.
9· Fill the blanks in these sentences with verbs,
giving reasons for the choice of the mode in
each : a. I wish I - - a boy again. b. If
i t - - raining now, you cannot go. c. If
John--there, I did not see him.
ANSWERS.
1.

45(162(3
1 35
2.

27)45(1
27
18)27(1
18
9 )18(2

18
We find that 9 is the G. C. D. of 9 and 18,
hence it is a divisor of their sum. If it is the
G. C. D. of 18 and 27 it is a divisor of their
sum, 45· By the same principle we determine
it to be the G. C. D. of 369 and 53 I.
7. Multiplying both terms of a fraction by the
same number increases the number of parts
and decreases their size in the same ratio.
As,% X!=l Here the number of parts are
multiplied by two but are made just half as
large, hence the value remains unchanged.
GRAMMAR.
(Applicant to answer any eight).
1. \Vhat is an indirect object? Give a sentence
containing one ?
2. Use capitals and punctuation marks where they
are needed in these sentences and give your
reasons : a. I have a watch and a knife
with six blade . b. December January and
February are the winter month . c. The
pirit of the Almighty i within around and
above us.
3· Give the u e of each infinitive in the following:
a . Music hath charms to soothe the savage
breast. b. None knew him but to love him.
c. They compelled Galileo to recant. d.
There i a time to laugh.
4·
nalyze : Prai e i. often given that it may he
returned.

3·

4·

5·

In reality there is no such thing as an indirect
object. An example of what is a so-called
indirect object is the following : I sold him
a horse.
a. I have a watch and a knife with six blades.
There should be a comma after the word
"watch;" ot herwi se it would imply that a
watch and a knife each has ix blades. b.
December January and February are the winter months. There hould be a comma af
ter "December" because th ere is a word
omi tted . c. The spirit of the Almighty is
within around and above us. There should
be a comma after "within" because of the
omission of words.
a. Music hath charms to sooth the avage
brea t. "To sooth" has the construction of
an adjective and belong to "charm . " b.
None knew him hut to love him. "To love"
has the construction of an adverb aHd modi fie a verb under toocl. c. They compelled
Galileo to recant. ''To recant" has the con struction of an adverb and modifies "compell ed", Gnlileo being the object of "com
pelled." Tf the sentence had read, "They
desired Galileo to recant," then "to recant"
would have the construction of a noun, the
object of desired. d. There is a time to
laugh. "To laugh" has the con truction of
an adjective and belongs to "time."
Prai e is often given that it may be returned.
This is a complex, declarative sentence, of
which "praise" is the simple subject; of
which sentence al o "is given" with its modi
fier is the complex predicate ; "is given,"
the imple predicate, is modified hy"often,"
a simp le adverbial elem ent uf the fir t class·
it is also modified l>y "that it may be return ed," a imple adverbial elem nt of the 3d
class. It i. also a si mple clau. c, of which
"that" i the co nnec tive, and "it" the imple
subject; of which clause al o "may he re turned" is the imple predicate.
The latter part of the above entence i an
adverbial clau e. It is so called becau. c it
is usecl to ex pres a purpose. The following
are sentences containing adverbial clau es:
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6.

7·

8

9·
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1. If he comes I will go. 2. When he returns we will aid him. 3· I will not do the
work because he opposes me. 4· He is as
rich as his father. The latter part of this,
when completed, is a clause. S· Since you
are here I will go.
A complex sentence is one that contains a
single member; while a compound sentence
contains two or more co -ordinate members.
a . We stood watching the game of ball.
"Watchingis" a participle with the construction of an adjective and belongs to "we."
b. Water, continually dropping, will wear
away stone.
"Dropping" is a participle
with the construction of an adjective and belongs to ''water.''
Who will go? asked the man whom we saw.
"Who" is a pronoun, interrogative, declined,
singular and plural the same ; nom. who ;
poss. whose; obj. whom; agreeing with its
subsequent in the answer to the question;
Rule; nominative, subject of "will go;"
Rule.
"Whom" is a pronoun, relative; declined,
singular and plural; nom. who; poss. whose;
obj. whom; agreeing with its antecedent,
"man", in 3d, sing., mas.; objective, object
of "saw"; Rule. "We" is a personal pronoun, declined, agreeing with its antecedent,
the company, of which the speaker is one;
Ist, plu., com.; Rule ; nominative, subject of "saw" Rule.
a. I wish I were a boy again.
I would use
the subjunctive mode because the fact does
not exist as present. b. If it is raining now
you cannot go. The indicative mode is re quired because the fact exists as present. c.
If John were there I did not see him . The
subjunctive mode is u5ed here for the same
reason as in the first.

GEOGRAPHY.
What is the order of logical dependence in
teaching physical, mathematical and political geography?
2. Give directions for reading a map.
3· What reasons would you assign for teaching
map sketching in connection with the study
of geography?
4· Name three great rivers that flow north,three
that flow east, three that flow south, and
three that flow west.
5· What countries border on the Mediterranean
sea?
6. Draw a map of a township of land ; num be r
the sections.
7· What states touch the Great Lakes?
8. Describe the governments of Denmark and of
orway and Sweden.
9· Bound Persia and give its chief export .
10.
arne and give the locations of the five largest citie of the nited State in the order of
their population.
1.

ANSWERS.
1.

2.

3·

4·

5·

The order should be political, physical and
mathematical.
Hold the map so you may look toward the
north. Begin at the north·west corner and
read toward the right or east, down the east
to the south, and across that to the west, and
then read north to the starting point.
A correct idea of the outline, physical features,
location of cities, and political divisi ons of a
country can be obtained in the least possible
time by sketching the same.
A teacher can test quickly and accurately a
pupil's knowledge of the points above men tioned by having the map sketched from
memory.
(a.) Nile, Obe and Lena. (b.) Amazon, St.
Lawrence and Hoang Ho. (c.) Mississippi,
LaPlatta and Ganges. (d.) Congo, Yukon
and Columbia.
Spain, France, Italy, Montenegro, Turkey,
Greece, Turkey in Asia, Egypt, Algeria and
Morocco.

6.
6

5

4

3

2

7

8

9

IO

II

18

I7

I6

IS

20

2I

I

-- -- -- -- -- -I2

-- -- -- -- -- -I4

I3

-- -- -- -- -- -I9

22

- - -- - - - 30

29

-- --

3I

32

28

23
- -

27

26

34

35

24

-25

-- -- -- - 33

36

7· Minnesota, Wisconsin,Illinois, Indiana,Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York.
8. Denmark has a limited monarchy, with two
legislative bodies, nearly all of whose mem bers are elected. Norway and Sweden have
one and the same king but in every particular of government have no connection.
9· Persia is bounded by Trans Caucasia, Caspian
sea, Turkestan, Afghanistan, Beloo..:histan,
Arabian sea, Strait of Ormuz, Persian gulf
and Turkey. The exports are opium, wheat,
tobacco, silk, wine, and cotton.
IO. New York, south -eastern part of New York
state on Manhattan Island, Chicago, on Lake
Michigan in the north-eastern part of Illi nois, Philadelphia on the Delawa re River_in
the south -eastern p art of Pe nnsyl vam a,
Brooklyn on L ong Island, and t. Lo ui,s on
the Mi ssissippi Ri ver, in the eastern part of
Missouri.
Hl T O RY.
1.

(Answer any eight.)
What was the L ond on Compa ny , and wha t
was its connection with the ettlemen t of
A.l;nerica?
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z. Give an account of the chief explorations of
one of the greatest of the French explorers.
3· What were the chief distinctions as to re ligious
beliefs and practices among the colonies?
4· What manufactures did England prohibit in
the colonies? Why did she object to the development of manufactures in the colonies?
5· Give the different methods of dealing with the
Indians employed in th e different colonif's.
6. Why has the Battle of Bunker Hill been con sidered so important in the history of this
country?
7. What were the limitations upon Congress un der the Articles of Confederation that do not
exist under the Constitution?
8. What was the signification of the word Federalist when first applied to members of a party? What was the name of the opposite party?
9· On what ground was the issue of greenbacks
during the Civil War defended?
10. In what respects was Jackson's administration noticeable?
1.

2.
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Champlain. He made other minor exp lora tions from now until 1620 when they seemed
to settle down to fur-trading and making
settlements.

3· At the beginning of the Revolution Congregationalism constituted the established re ligion in Massachusetts,New Hampshire and
Connecticut. The church of England en joyed the civil support of Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, and
was supported partially by New York and
New Jersey. While in Rh ode Island, Penn sylvania and Delaware, equality of all protestant sects was acknowledged. The legis lature of Massachusetts provided for th e sup port of ministers, and compelled an attend ance on their services. They also passed
laws punishing any one who might question
the nature, attributes, and functions of the
Deity, or the divine inspiration of a ny book
of th e Old or New Testament. ' imilar laws
remained in force in Connecticut, and were
reenacted in New Hampshire.' The minis ters held their places for life, and had a leANSWERS.
gal claim for a stipulated salary, unless dis The London Company was a company organmi ssed for good cause.
ized in England for the purpose of making
In South Carolina, under the zcl constitution,
settlements in America. On the xoth of
the " ChristianProte tantReligion' ' was declarApril 1606, King James issued letters patent
ed to be the established religion of the state.
to Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George Summers,
All persons acknowledging one God and a
Mr. Hakluyt, Mr. Wingfield, and oth ers,
future state of rewards and punishments
granting to them the territory from the 340
were to be freely tolerated. And if th ey
of N. latitude to the 38o of N. lati tude, toheld Chri stianity to be the true religion, and
gether with all the islands in the ocea n withthe Old and ew T estamen ts to be inspired,
in 100 miles of the coast. Its connecti on
they might e tabli sh churches of th eir own.
with the settlement of America was th at it
Tn Mary Janel a general tax was authorized
was rea lly the first attempt made to se ttle in
for the s upport of the Chris ti an re li gion. The
the new wor1d that had a firm basis on which
constitutions of rew Jersey, Penn ylvani a,
to begin work.
Delaware, orth Car \ina, South 'arolina,
Samuel D. Champlain in 1599 commanded a
and Georgia clearly repudiated the compu l
Spanish fleet to Mexico. While here he
sory system of religious matters, and in Vir made a careful account of the voyage. On
ginia no mention was made of the matter.
his return he received a pension from Henry
In 1785 all religious tests in Virginia were
IV. of France, and was induced by M. de
abrogated. This act was brought about by
Chastes, Governor of Dieppe, to explore and
the earnest efforts of J efferson and Madison,
prepare the way for a French colony in
seconded by the Baptists, Preshyterians,and
America. By this monarch Mr. Champlain
other dissenters. It was to prevent an ef
fort, favored by Washington, Patrick Henry,
was commissioned Lieutenant-General of
and others, to pa s a law in conformity to
Canada. On March 5th, x6o3, he sailed
from Honfieur and in May he ascended the
the ecclesiastical system in New England,
compelling all to contribute to the support of
St. Lawrence River and landed near the site
n this voyage he made a few
ome mini ster. By the con titutions of N"ew
of Quebec.
minor exploration and returned to France.
York, Delaware and 1aryland, priests or
Op hi second voyage in 16o4 he sailed from
mini ters of religion were disCJualified from
France with four vessels. li e lan ded in
holding any political office. In Georgia th ey
c uld not be members of the a sen1hly. [n
ova Scotia and there remained for orne
ew Hampshire, New J er. ey rorth and
time, planting a ettlement and exploring the
So uth arolina, and eorgia, the chief offi neigh boring region , and the ew England
coa t. li e returned to France in 16o7. In •
cer of the state were required to be Prutes t
1608 he returned to America and founded
ants. In 1assac huset ts and Maryland all
officer must declare their belief in th e ·hris
Quebec. In 1609 hamplain with th e l\Jon ti a n religion. In . ·ou th Carolina they must
tagnai Indians marched against the Iroq uois
Indi ans. They were joined by a party of
believe in a future state of puni hm ents and
rewards. In fo rth 'arolina and Pen nsyl
Hurons and
lgonquins and a cended the
vania they were required to acknowledge
.' ore! River to the hambly I apid '"hence
hamplain proceeded in a canoe and di covthe inspiration of the Old and rew Te ta
ered a great lake, which he named Lake
ment , and in Delaware to believe in the
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branes. (b.) Ivory-like substance covering
doctrine of the Trinity. The old colonial
the crowns of the teeth. (c.) The largest arlaws for the observance of Sunday as a day
tery of the body. (d.) A musculo fibrous
of rest continued in force in all the colonies.
septum separating the thorax from the abdo4· In a general way England prohibited the colo men. (e ) A flat triangular sesamoid bone
nists from making hats, manufactured arti placed in £ron t of the knee.
cles, such as nails, shoes, and anything per • taining to edged implements, etc. I think 2. The teeth are lodged in the alveolar processes
of the maxillaries. There are 2 sets, the tern there were two obj ect in prohibiting these:
porary and permanent. The divisions are
1. It would lessen England ' s trade in thi
the incisors, cuspids, bicuspids and molars.
line, and thereby cut off a part of her reve Each tooth has a crown, a neck and fangs.
nue. 2 . It would have a tendency in time
The composition is dentine, enamel and ceto let the colonists see their strength in this
ment. Clean each day with a soft brush.
line of work and thereby lead them to separate from the English government.
3· A cbld is a f ebrile disorder characterized by
slight derangements of the physiological pro 5· By kind treatment, by cruel treatment, and by
cesses. It is taken by exposing the body to
commercial treaties.
sudden changes . Induce perspiration.
6. Because it taught three lessons: 1. That the
colonists were willing to lose their lives in 4· A series of ganglia, connected together by in tervening cords, extending on each side of
defense of their principles. 2. That the colo the vertebral column from base of the skull
nists could fight. 3· It taught England not
to the coccyx. It controls the functions of
to attack the colonists behind their own for tifications-a lesson, I believe,that England
organic life.
never forgot.
5· By oxidation and reduction of perspiration.
7· Raising money, calling out the militia, com - 6. Provide quiet, warm, well ventilated rooms.
merce between the states, fixing the bound Clean and dry bed clothes and a good nurse
aries of territory, making laws for foreigners
for the sick.
to become citi zens, etc.
8. At the time the National Constitution was -un SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
der discussion throughout the Union, in 1788,
(Answer any five.)
and was passing the ordeal of state conventions, its advocates were called Federalists, 1. What is a mental habit? How are habits
formed?
because the effect of the Constitution would
be to bind the several states more closely as 2. N arne two things that a teacher should bear
a so -called confederation. Hence the name
clearly in mind when assigning a lesson.
Federalist. The opposite party received the
3 · What do you consider the relation of interest
name of Anti Federalist.
on the part of the pupil to clear and perma9· On the ground that it wa a war measure .nent acquisition ?
Something must be done to raise money to
4· To what extent would you permit the individpay the soldiers. The government thought
uality of the pupil to as ert itself in the matthis the best plan.
ter of position, forms of letters, etc., in
to. 1. For the change in th e ivil Service.
writing? Why ?
2. For its attack on the U . S. Bank.
5. What are some of the leading incentives by
3· For its prompt attention to Nullification.
which you would seek to excite the pupil to
4· For the great prosperity of the country.
acquire knowledge?
6. Upon what things is attention based? What
PHYSIOLOGY.
can the teacher do to lead the pupil to ac (Answer any five.)
quire this power?
I. What is each of the following, where is it sitANSWERS.
uaterl and what is its use : Synovia, enamel,
Those forms of the mind's activities in which
aorta, diaphragm, patella?
attt!ntion is scarcely present, if at all. Hab2. Describe fully the teeth and tell what means
its are formed by repetition and as ociation.
should he employed for their pre ervation.
2 . First, the pupil's capacity ; and, seco'nd, the
3· What is a cold? H ow taken? It proper treat amount of prelimina ry as istance he may
ment? Illu trate as yo u would to a class.
need to d o the maximum a mount of work
4· Describe the sympathetic system of n erves and
for himself.
state its u e.
N o pupil will do good work without interest
in the work.
5· Expl a in the ma intenan ce of anim al hea t.
Show its re lation to other proces e .
4 - To the full extent of doing the work well.
6. Give five direction that should be ob erved
5· o ince ntive except th at of the plea ure th at
in caring for the sick, with rea on for the
comes from d oing good work .
same.
6.
pon the power of the mind to narrow the
A • WER S.
ph ere of it · ac tivity. T he teacher m ay in I. (n .)
erous Ouid ecreted by synov ial mem terest the pupil in the work in many way .
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